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_ I General Harrison a Democrat.—The quesGreat Whig Festival at Alexandria.—On
[From the New Orleans Bee, May 28 1
Gen. HARRISON AND HIS OPINIONS. t5on has been sometimes started whether, Thursday last, several thousand freemen of
FROM TEXAS.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
A recent letter from Washington spoke of
General Harrison first Came into pub- the District of Columbia and the neighboring
.... - -received
--------- Texas
.
Ha)JCI9 by
uy the
Ine
We have
papers
J AMES K. REMICH.
the opinions of General Harrison as bavins ;IC
_at„lhe lime of tlie contest be- counties of Virginia and Maryland assembled I New York, arrived yesterday, from which
Office nn the Main-street—opposite the Meeting-House. been fully exposed upon all questions which ; JweenJ*H'« ¿efferson and Mr. John Adams, about 3 o clock, P. M. under and around an ' we extract the following important items :
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
-agitate the public
..................
■
_____ ■ he belonged to the Federal or the Democrat immense awning erected on the green adjoinmind,1 and
as -having;
An express arrived in town on Monday
r- *Alexandria.
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. . The lilast, from /'Col.
’.J O....I
____ t.bringing
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•
that, no, one
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Burlerson,
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imiuwhen
wneu they
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wereici parly. The
. • fact
.
.----appeared to i»«
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which not solicited for mere party purposes. Since
know t0 which party he belonged, at that re- place of meeting was styled in the plan of the gence of the death of two of the bravest offiF‘
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No then we have met with the Cincinnati Re- mote Per,0(i’ seemefl to argue that, with few
arrangement “ neutral ground/’in referenceI cers in the Texian service, and a mutiny
paper discontinued, except at the option oi the pub
correspondent
publican
and an* important article in it which
e*c?P
t'o,_ls’ nobody
cared.• I.A
toils location in the District of Columbia.! among the regular troops. It would seem
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
it
7,1 ;
tKn
IVnitnHnl
In I/J li
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t
;
of
the
National
Intelligencer
however,
has
But if the ground was “neutral,” there was'that Col. Wells, of the infantry, and Captain
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for we have been requested to copy. We do so
i
taken
pains
to
investigate
the
subject,
and
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount most cheerfully and ask attention to the fol
nothing else neutral in the whole......
affair.
A Reed, of the irdantry,
.
iiiiantry, had some words, which
charged for its insertion.
I
in
proof
of
the
fact
that
forty
years
ago,
Gen.
more heart-stirring r
------ ’ 'has never,
____ ? we 1led1 io a duel, in which Captain
",
lowing. General Harrison’s opinions wasee
spectacle
R. was killed
moHafly
from an examination of the references are j Harrison was a true democrat, publishes the venture to say, been presented to the friends dead on the spot,
. . and Coffine” Xv. ’—
--- j
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t Im idnnstitn
»inn 'T
’hti citizens of Alexan
X I„  wounded.
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MISCELLANEOUS. '
Constitution.
The
plain and pertinent and we believe no public 1 following letter from his cotemporary, Judge of
dria, though long politically separated from
man ever more fully made his faith square Burnet of Ohio.—BostonsDaily Adv.
The Travis guards, augmented by volun
Cincinnati, Feb. 27, 1840.
u Thou sbalt love thy neighbor as thy by his works.—Portland Adv.
the land of their fathers, have never ceased to teers, and Captain Lewis’ company of regu
“ My Dear Sir : I remark, in reply to your yearn after it with filial devotion, nor to take lars, are ordered, under rhe command of Col
self,” is as old as any commandment con
General Harrison and his Opinions.
of this morning, that, during the contest a just pride in the glorious “ Old Dominion.” onel Wm. G. Cooke, io San Antonio, to quell
tained in the scriptures and foil as good._
The Van Buren press, in the recklessness letter
between Mr. Jefferson and the elder Adams,
True we are commanded to love ourselves : of party spirit, is laboring to create an im Gen. Harrison and myself were residing in the On the present occasion their attachment to, the mutiny.—They left yesterday.
the principles of liberty was manifested by to
Austin Gazette.
but no one should think so much of himself pression that there are certain measures of Northwestern Territory, and of course had not kens of which the interest will be felt in the
or of his own individual interest, as to take public policy connected with the Adminis the privilege of voting. At that time I was remotest corner of the Union.
IMPORTANT NEWS FROM MEXICO
tration of the General Government, on which in habits of great intimacy with General Har
undue advantage of his neighbor.
FEDERALISM TRIUMPH ANT I
We shall not attempt to anticipate the offi
Gen. Harrison has never expressed an opin rison, although 1 was a federalist, (honestly
Every man ought to keep within the ion ; and that he is now in the keeping of a
From the Austin Sentinel of ihe 9th ult.
cial account of this meeting by any efforts at
so,)
and
he
a
republican
of
the
Jefferson
sphere which kind nature hath allotted him, Committee who will not permit him to open
minute description. Suffice it to say that we copy the following importam news :
FROM THE WEST.
whether it be high or low, and consistently or answer the letters addressed to him on school. I supported Adams warmly, and he, nothing was omitted which patriotism and
with
equal
warmth,
supported
Mr.
Jefferson.
An express arrived in this city on Sunday,
with Christian forbearance to contend for these subjects, lest he should commit himself During the controversy from 1796, inclusive, taste could contribute to give animation and
attraction to the scene. The company was bringing a confirmation of the defeat of the
bis own right, be it little or much, and no upon them.
I conversed and argued with him times with
Both of these charges are gratuitous and out number—he sustaining Mr. Jefferson, received by the committee of arrangements, Central forces at Guerrero. Col. Zampata,
more.
and welcomed in appropriate terms by Edgar as before stated, was taken near Mear, by
Of the many passions peculiar to man, unfounded. On all the following matters, and I Mr. Adams. You may assure your Snowden, Esq. Mayor of Alexandria. Among Gen. Arista, and at first well treated, but sub
we fearlessly affirm that General Harrison friend that there was not a more consistent,
from whence flow a large portion of the stands publicly committed before the nation ;
the invited guests were Senators Webster, sequently decapitated and his head stuck up
miseries of fife, perhaps none are more fre and that there may be no misrepresentation decided supporter of Mr. Jefferson in the from Massachusetts, Phelps, from Vermont, on a pole and placed in front of his own
quently indulged, than the wicked practice on this point, we add our authority for saying Northwestern Territory than General Harri Preston, from South Carolina, Crittenden, house at Guerrero. This prhvoked the re
son. For the truth of this declaration I most from Kentucky ; Messrs. Wise, Garland, Hill, sentment of a brother of Zapata, who raised
of prying into our neighbors’ affairs, and so, in each case : —
willingly pledge my reputation.
of Virginia, Graham, of North Carolina, Jeni about four hundred rancheros, and the Cen
wasting useful moments in meddlesome in
1. Selling the Public Lands in small tracts.
“ I state to you what I saw, and heard and fer, of Maryland, Thompson, of South Caro tral army having been divided into small par
terference with matters which do not con
Speech in Congress, 1800.
know. When the Alien and Sedition law lina, Graves, of Kentucky, King, of Georgia, ties, cut them all to pieces. The people have
2. Policy towards the Indian tribes.
cern us, to the great jeopardy of our own
passed, the Gen. was not a member of Con Hoffman, of New York, Biddle, of Pennsyl taken fresh courage, and the Federal flqg
Correspondence
with
President
Jefferson,
individual character and happiness,
happiness. It is
gress. He neither voted nor had an opportu vania, all of the House of Representatives; again waves in triumph over the States of
and
Address
to
the
Indiana
Legislature.
nity of voting on that law.
from such disgusting practices, that undue
John Janney, Esq. of Virginia—all of whom the North.
3. Organization of the Militia of the United
“ Your friend,
J. BURNET.
The Camanches had come down in large
advantage is frequently taken of our neigh States.
addressed the meeting ; the Mayor of Wash
—Speeches in Congress.
“ Hon. Wm. Southgate.”
ington, Gen. Waller Jones, of Washington, numbers, and brought in two Mexican Wo
bors in the small talk and scandalous views
4. The Tariff’.
and other gentlemen. A more magnificent men taken from San Antonio river about a
with which almost all communities are sore
Letters to John C. Calhoun.
Gatherings of the People.— There was a display of eloquence has never been witness year ago. They still have some American
ly afflicted. Gossip is the food of busy bod
5. Bank of the United States.
meeting of the people, friends of Harrison ed ; but what was a yet more agreeable fea prisoners in their possession, which they ap
ies, and springs from pride, envy, hatred
Letter to Sherrod Williams.
and Reform, at Brookville, Indiana, on the ture of the festival, nearly half the Statesand pear very unwilling to return.
6.
Internal
Improvements
by
the
General
and uncbaritableness—hence communities
21st ult. at which three thousand persons all the sectional interests of the Union were
were present.
are often plunged into feverish commotion, Government.—Ditto.
represented by the speakers. .Views were in DARING ACT OF PIRACY ON THE
Distribution of the proceeds of the Pub
On the 23d, there was a gathering of the terchanged in a frank and cordial spirit: and
and the innocent and virtuous caused to suf lic 7.Lauds.
COAST OF CUBA.
—Ditto.
people
of
Warren,
Clinton
and
Highland
fer irreparable injury from the fast wagging
Leiters received in New Orleans on the
8. Distribution of the Surplus Revenue, a- counties, (Ohio) at Wilmington, when ten the result was a general feeling of harmony,
which, on their return home,' will he diffused 28ih‘ from Havana, dated 22d May, 1840,
tongue of calumny. The fact is a lamenta mong the several States.—Ditto.
thousand persons, at least, were congregated
ble one, that the people of almost every
9. Power of the Senate to expunge and ob together, with banners, badges and mottoes— by the gentlemen present among their friends contain the following particulars of one of
and neighbors. From the names given, it the most daring acts of piracy on record.
community do not govern their unruly mem literate its journals.—Ditto.
the true democracy of the country. Refer will be seen that the meeting was graced by
The Br. brig Vernon, Capt. Cunningham,
10.
The
Veto
pow'er
of
the
President.
ber with that becoming degree of prudence
ring to this great assemblage the Clinton Re a splendid array of Congressional talent and of Halifax, sailed from Falmouth, Jamaica,
Ditto.
and moderation which is at all times requi
publican saysWhen we see so many of
11. The expediency of the President of the the “ bone and sinew” of the country leave weight of character. Efforts will, it is hoped, bound to Halifax. When eight days out at
site for their own peace, dignity and social
be made to preserve some record of the sea, being off Cape San Antonio, an open
but one term.
their quiet homes at this period—animated by speeches, as well on account of their literary boat, with seven men, was seen approaching
welfare. Now if mankind thus prefer brawl United States serving
Letter to Haimar Denny.
one impulse, and speaking one language,
as of the benign influence of the the brig, and when within musket shot, fired
ing about nonsensical stuff and disgusting
12. Control of the Executive over the Na it shews that there is something wrong—aye, excellence,
sentiments, in promoting, in every quarter, a discharge of muskets at it. The brig hav
scandal, rather than attending to their own tional Treasury.—Ditto.
it shews that there is a redeeming spirit a- attachment to the Union, and the ejection of ing hove to, the captain of the boat informed
13. ~
~
“ —Ditto.
individual concerns/improving their own
Removals from
office.
broad, and that it has reached the fireside of the present Administration from power. Capt. Cunningham, that a revenue cutter was
14. The Doctrines of the Abolitionists.
minds, and conversing upon rational subjects
every tenant of a log cabin.”
The first speech was made by Mr. Webster, standing at the Cape, and that his papers
Vincennes and Cheviot Speeches.
with sober sense and intelligence, we res
and the last by Mr. Wise, who concluded at must be inspected. Capt. C. immediately
15.
Interference
of
Federal
office
holder*
pond, Amen. The jarring contentions and
Unpopularity of Gen. Harrison in Canada. half past ten o’clock, when the company sep set out in his boat with three men and his
elections.—Letter to Harmar Denny.
—The loyal portion of the citizens in Cana arated.— National Intel.
§mall talk set afloat by a lew idle persons in 16.
papers, to comply with the summons. He
Pensions to Revolutionary soldiers.
da are strongly .opposed to Gen. Harrison.
had not proceeded far before the other boat
shall not mar our happiness in the least.
Speeches m Congress.
A friend who has just returned from an ex
And would those, who likewise inwardly
Shrewd and Amusing Remark.—The Lou pulled up, and having taken possession of
17. Nullification as held by S. Carolina.
cursion through the Provinces says that the isville Journal gives an anecdote which shows her, they stripped the crew of their clothes,
find themselves the object of ridicule and foul
Cheviot Speech.
Tory party is warmly enlisted for Mr. Van that the Locofoeos, or at least some of them, and began the work of destruction. The
slander, bear in mind that “ the shafts of the
18. Duty on Salt.— Speech in Congress.
Buren, who has so many <l feelings in com have still some spirit left.
captain and two men were instantly killed,
]9.
The
Pre-emption
Law
in
favor
of
set

malicious are feathers in the cap of the hon
mon” with them. The Royalists in Canada
At a meeting of Loco Focos, whether at and the other effected his escape leaping
tlers
on
the
public
Lands.
est”— that by carrying themselves in all
call General Harrison a “Coward” and a Washington, or Albany, or at Richmond, is overboard, and swimming ashore.
Letter to Churchill, Editor Sl. Louis Bui.
“ Petticoat General” with the same bitterness not material, it was admitted that Van Buren
their intercourse which a true spirit of inde
After escaping the melancholy fate of his
20. The Sub-Treasury Bill.
that distinguishes their Tory friends in Amer had no personal popularity, and it was sug companions, he remained in the woods dur
pendence—giving no ear to the thousands
Speech at Piqua, 4th July, 1837.
ica. They say, as the opponents of the Gen
ing five days, where he was met by Don An
of rumors and hearsays abroad in the world,
21. Powers of the Constitution of the Uni eral here say, that the American official ac gested that he ought to be dropped and some tonio, captain of a small craft, to whom he
other man taken up.
their individual felicity can never be disturb ted States.— Cheviot Speech.
count of the Siege of Fort Meigs and the bat
One pretty shrewd fellow admitted that the related the circumstances.
ed. True merit will always be correctly ap
22. The necessity and justice of the late tle of the Thames, are untrue.—They agree
The captain, having learned from the des
party was in a bad way, but thought it would
preciated by men of sound sense and judg war against Great Britain.
with the Globe, Argus and New Era, that be very hazardous to make a change in the titute wanderer the outline of the outrage,
Message
to
Indiana
Legislature,
Seige
of
the American Army was defeated in those very heat of the campaign. He told the fol gathered a force and went in search of the
ment— and however averse a person may
battles, and that although Proctor and his Al lowing anecdote by way of illustration.
be situated in point of pecuniary circumstan Eort Meigs, and the Battle of the Thames.
pirates and their prize, which he succeeded
If there be any other matters of public pol lies were beaten and driven back into Cana
in finding. The surviving English sailors
ces, a life of industry, virtue and morality
“ An Irishman in crossing a river in a boat were employed in the forced labor of unload
are guarantees of respectability and success. icy, upon which General Harrison’s opinions da, Gen. Harrison won no laurels !
with his mare and colt was thrown into the ing their vessel—and it was learned that af
are not known, we will thank the papers de
Alb. Eve. Jour.
Living as we do under a government of voted to the Administration to designate
river, and clung to the colt’s tail. The colt ter finishing their job, they were to have their
republican simplicity, the field of fair and them.
After the battle of Tippecanoe, Gen.Harri- showed signs of exhaustion, and a man on throats cut. The captain of the coasting craft
The folly, as well as the falsehood of the son, then Governor of Indiana, was publicly shore told him to leave the colt, and cling to resorted to stratagem to circumvent the out
honorable competition is open unto all—
the rich and the poor are equally alike under charge that General Harrison is in the keep honored by the Legislature of the Territory, the mare’s tail. “ Och faith honey ! this is no laws. He took with him three old muskets,
saluted them most cordially, and told them
the operation of its laws. It is therefore ing of a Committee, who will not suffer him in the following address delivered in the time to swap horseswas his reply.”
Pitts. Gaz.
he had brought the guns to be put in order,
but necessary to move forward immediately to answer the letters of enquiry addressed to House of Representatives, by Gen. Wm.
him, is abundantly established by the simple
and that his vessel was near by, and calculat
in the work of well doing—to walk humbly fact, that upon all the political questions now Johnson, Speaker of the House :—
Sir—The House of Representatives oi
Presents of the Imaum of Muscat.—The edjor the business, and that he had come out
and fearlessly before God—and lastly though agitating the public mind of this Country, his the“ Indiana
Territory in their own name, and President of the United States has communi on the same business. They readily accept
not least, “ to love our neighbor as our opinions have been openly expressed and wide in behalf of their constituents, most cordially cated to Congress the correspondence relat ed an invitation to breakfast with him, and
selves,” that we may enjoy a conscience ly circulated.
reciprocate the congratulations of your Ex ing to the presents sent to him by the Imaum on their arrival be made use of the force he
General Harrison has no “ Confidential cellency on the glorious result of the late san of Muscat, Leyd Seyd Bin Sultan Ahmed. had prepared for the occasion, and the whole
void of offence—these observances will en
sure us not only self-respect but respectabil Committee”—be needs none. Overwhelmed guinary conflict with the Shawanoe Prophet, The presents are two Arabian horses—one seven were secured and sent to Havana un
ity in society, and to all intents and purpo with letters from political friends and oppo and the tribes of Indians confederated with case otto of roses—five demijohns rose water der a strong escort, where they will be tried,
from all quarters of the Union, calling him ; when we see displayed in behalf of our —one package Cashmere shawls—one bale Mr. Philpot, who was the bearer of the infor
ses true happiness on earth. Let every nents
for his opinions on the foregoing subjects or country not only the consummate abilities of Persian rugs—one box of pearls—and one mation to the Captain General and who was
one who finds himself the object of town talk asking for the documents containing these o- the
general, but the heroism of the man ; and sword. The presents were accompanied by present nt the examination of the culprits,
and malicious vituperations, keep in remem pinions, General Harrison, at the suggestion when we take into view the benefits which a letter from his Highness to the President. says the cold blooded recitals of these de
brance the wise remark of the honest black of several of his friends, handed over to a must result to the country from those exer Among the documents is the letter of the mons made his heart shrink within him.
smith, and all will go well. li I heed not” friend of the Harrison Corresponding Com tions, we cannot, for a moment, withhold our President to the Arabian Chieftain, declining
These pirates reside at Regia, and are well
to accept the present, on the ground that he known in Havana. The sailor who escaped
said he u what enemies may say of me, for I mittee of Hamilton County, a few of the ma meed of applause.”
is precluded from so doing, “ by a fundamen to the shore, says that while in the woods, he
can work out a better character at my forge ny letters he was daily receiving, with a re
tal law of the Republic,” expressing his sense saw several parcels of sails, blocks, compas
[From the Geneva Courier.]
in six months, than all the world can give or quest that the Committee would procure and
forward the letters, speeches, and other docu
ses, and merchandize, which were probably
of the kindness which dictated the offer.
DIALOGUE.
take away.” Further comments are ren ments called for by his Correspondents. This
A letter was also addressed by the Secre the effects of other vessels that had been ta
Democrat.—Why did you not nominate a
dered unnecessary.— Telegraph.
we affirm to be the sum and substance of Vice President ?
tary of State to the agents of his Highness, ken and destroyed. The surviving English
General Harrison’s connection with this Com
Locofoco.—Because we are strong enough explaining the reasons which compelled the men were provided for by Mr. Philpot till ihe
Rotation of Crops in Gardening.— A ro mittee, notwithstanding the indefinite terms to elect one without.
President to decline accepting the presents. British Consul should send for ihem.
Antonio returned on board ihe brig, where
Dem.—Why then did you nominate a The commander of the vessel who had the
tation of crops should be observed in gar in which some of the replies of that body are
presents in charge, has made an offer of them be found the remainder of-the crew who had
dens as well as field culture. As a general couched, and notwithstanding the calumnies President ?
to the government of the United States, and been spared by the pirates until the cargo
Loco.—Because-------- .
rule, tap-rooted crops should succeed those of Senator Grundy, etc.
We take this occasion to say, that General
Dem.—But, really, why did you not nomi the President in his communication submits should be taken out. Their intention was to
of spreading roots ; those with large luxuri Harrison's mind is now as active, his judgment nate
the proposition to Congress, that such dispos murder them as soon as they bad finished
a Vice President ?
ant leaves should succeed those of less size ; as sound, and his pen as vigorous, as at any
Loco.—Why really, we prefer leaving an ition may be made of them as they may think their work.
those requiring much tillage should be suc period of his life. As to his physical cond i unbiassed choice to the People.
fit. The horses are said to be beautiful ani
0^"The Texas Sentinel pronounces the
ceeded by those needing but little culture. tion, the thousands that so frequently meet
Dem.—Why then did you nominate a Pres mals.—Boston Daily Adv.
story recently circulated, that Col. Crockett
Deficiency in practical and scientific rela with Gen. Harrison, either on his farm or in ident ?
A few days ago, as the afternoon train is alive, a prisoner in the Mexican mines, a
tive to the proper succession of crops, ren this city, will testify for us that his constitu Loco.—Why—really—because-------- .
tion
remains
unbroken,
and
that
he
is
in
the
from
Camden, N. Jersey, was approaching hoax. About this, we take it, there is little
Exit
Loco.
ders it advisable to sow red clover on alter
Lamberton, a boy was discovered lying be doubt.
nate portions of the garden, even if it is enjoyment of a green old age. And for the
truth of our assertion, which is deliberately
the rails, fast asleep. The engineer,
ploughed or spaded in the same season. made under circumstances of close and accu TOWN ELECTIONS IN NEW YORK. tween
A hailstorm of great severity, accompanied
The Albany Evening Journal contains a perceiving that the train could not be stop
The sowing may be at the last hoeing of rate observation, we boldly appeal to the hun complete fist of Supervisors elected at the ped, and afraid that the boy if awaked would with torrents of rain and thunder and light
some crops. — Rural Library.
dreds of his friends and fellow citizens, who Spring Town Meetings in the State of New jump up just in time to throw himself in the ning of the severest description, was experi
are in daily intercourse with him, either in York. They foot up 447 whigs to 426 Van way, put his engine to the top of its speed enced in Charleston, S. C. and in its imme
Edicatiori’s riz.^—A precocious youth the social circle or the transaction of business. Buren men. In the same towns, last Spring, and dashed over the boy as quickly as possi: diate vicinity on the 4th inst. Large quanti
We will thank our Editorial brethren they stood 435 to 435—a tie. This year the ble. He then stopped and immediately re ties of glass were broken, gardens, cotton and
in a country town in Massachusetts, had ar
rived at the age of nine years, when his throughout the Union, to give currency to whigs have a majority of twenty-one. The turned to see if any injury had been done. corn fields injured, &c. &c.
this article in their respective papers, and as Journal remarks : “ It will be seen that there The boy at first was missing, but was soon
father sent him to school.
He stood be far
as we are personally known to them, to is a decided whig gain, though from local discovered among the bushes on the side of The ship button, Capt. Barkman, wag
side his teacher, to repeat the letters of the tell their readers whether our statements, in causes
we have lost Supervisors in some of the road running off as fast as he could. He struck by lightning while lying in port at
alphabet. 1 What’s that ?’ asked the mas regard to “ General Harrison and his opin the counties, where the whig cause is much was called back and was found to have es Charleston, S. C. 4th inst. Some of the crew
ter. ‘ Harrow,’ vociferated the urchin. ions,” are entitled to credence.
stronger at the present moment than ever be caped almost all injury. One of his feet hap were knocked down and stunned, but received
f No, thafs A.’ f A !’ ‘ Well, what’s the
fore. This will be found next November, pening to lie near the rail, the flange of the no serious injury. The main-mast, house
Even Gov. Reynolds, of Mississippi, declar when the Empire State is called on to sup wheel had cut off a part of the flesh of the on deck and cabin were much damaged.
next r’ ‘ Ox yoke.’ 1 No, that’s B.’ {’Taint
heel without touching the bone. The reso
B, neither, it’s an ox yoke
crotch all ed to a friend of ours a few days ago, that port the Old Farmer of North Bend.”
Pensacola Bank paper is now purchased
lution and presence of mind of the engineer,
hemlock ! Gosh
~
ninety I think I don’t he had abandoned the administration and
by the brokers of Mobile at 50 cents on the
was determined to go for old Tippecanoe and
A valuable lead mine has been discovered, in all probability, saved his life.
know !’
dollar.
Trenton State Gazette.
a Bank of the U. States.—Louisville Journal. near Sunbury, Pg,
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IIAKRISOM DEMOCRATIC

| Resolved, That the present Administration, ’—The day was bright and beautiful ns the
i so far from forming an exception to these political prospect before us, and all on board
I principles, is an impressive lesson, a solemn were in fine spirits. The enthusiasm with
TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS........... FIRST SESSION.
[From the New-York Journal of Commerce. |
The Convention was called to order by admonition, that power is always progressive, which we were greeted almost as soon as
Col. Thos. Fillebrown,; of Winthrop.
. . Hon. and may be perpetuated to the destruction of the steamer entered the Kennebec, was but
TWENTY DAYS LATER FROM EUROPE.
IN SENATE.
Edward Robinson, of Thomaston, was ap- liberty,
‘‘
1 an earnest of the feeling which the delegates
MONDAY, JUNE 15.
By the arrival of the Great Western, from
P.""Resolved, That we have witnessed its from all parts of the State brought with them.
Bristol, which place she left on the 41h, we
The only business, except the business in pointed Chairman pro tem. and Hon. Isaac ,I;
j_
| progress with alarm—in republican profes- Salutes from cannon, cheers from the groups of
have full files of papers up to the day of her the Executive Session, was the passage of a Reed, of Waldoboro’, Secretary pro tern.
i
„„.i _____ ________ ___ _ ....
.....
i.. .1. i- > . 1 1
_ r „.1 • l .1
law extending the charters of the Banks of j Voted, That a Committee of one from each sions and monarchical practices ; in preten- people that lined theshores-of which the gentdepartu re.
The Great Western sailed on the 4th, and the District of Columbia, till the 4th of July, County-, be raised to receive and examine the sions to economy and works of prodigality ; ler sex formed no inconsiderable portion,—
has had only six hours of Eastwardly wind 1842. The only conditions coupled with tiæ j credentials of memberrs, and the following 'in vindictive proscriptions and relentless per- made the welkin ring, as the Huntress wound
bill are, that the said banks shall not issue or p 1 persons were chosen, viz : Luther Severance, seditions ; in appointments to office of un- her way up the beautiful Kennebec. The ship
during the passage.
Parliament has rejected the Corn Law Bill pay out the bills of other banks that do not I Kennebec ; Isaac G. Reed, Lincoln ; E. E. qualified partizans, regardless of the great in-! carpenters at work on a fine vessel at Bath,
by a majority of 126. So that that subject is pay specie : and that they shall not take a | Bourne, York; E. P. Pike, Cumberland; lerests of the people ; and in trampling upon laid down their tools at her approach, man* •
stay of execution on any judgment
recovered • 'Hannibal Ingalls, Somerset; John N. Swasey, the rights of election, as guarantied by our ! ned her round house, and gave three hearty
for the present at rest.
Hancock ; George Hobbs, Washington ; Constitution.
cheers for Harrison and Reform.
The spring continues highly favorable for against them, or make an appeal, &c.
Thomas Clark, Oxford ; Webster Kelly, Wai-; Resolved, That the liberties of the people j On the arrival of lhe boat at Gardiner, a
the growing crop, and every where the prom
do; Rufus Dwinal, Penobscot; John Trask, can never be safe, if the public money is salute was fired from Pittston, on the oppo
TUESDAY, JUNE 16.
ise of abundance looks bright.
The bill concerning the District banks, had Jr. Franklin; William C. Crosby, Piscataquis ; placed beyond the reach of their immediate site bank of the river. At the former place
Nothing has appeared touching our North
I representatives.
| we took in a large number of delegates from
Eastern Boundary. Some weeks since, Lord its third reading and was passed, 20 to 13. Zebulon Ingersoll, Aroostook.
The committee appointed to examine the j Resolved, That a “ Sub Treasury System” the eastern part ofthe slate, accompanied with
Russell informed Parliament that the Minis Messrs. Benton and Tappan,, tried to interj(as
it is called) is calculated, and we fear i/e- the Bangor Band.
J
try were reflecting on a reply to Mr. Van Bu pose obstacles of order, but their objections credentials ofthe Delegates present,
Reported, That there are present ten bun- ' signed toplace the whole revenue of the
On her arrival at Hallowell a salute was
ren’s proposition. By this ship a special mes were overruled. The yeas and nays were
senger has1 come out with despatches for the ordered, and the bill passed by
i the following dred and forty three Delegates, and reported • United States in the hands and at the control fired from the wharf. A procession was
a list of their names, and therefore it was
of the President, and out of the reach and then formed of the delegates, which, preced
British Minister, and it is supposed on the a- vote :
That the Report of the Committee knowledge of the people, and to distribute it ed by the several Bands, marched to the tune
bove subject.
Yeas—Messrs. Anderson, Buchanan, Clay be Voted,
accepted.
i among executive partisans, where it may be ol “ The Campbells are coming,” to the Hal
The Chancellor of the Exchequer has pro of Ala., Clay of Ky., Clayton, Davis, Dixon,
Voted, That a committee, to consist of one embezzled for their own emolument, or dis- lowell House, at which place a Committee of
posed to make up the deficiency in the reve Fulton, Grundy, Huntington, King, Merrick,
nue by an addition to the present duties on Phelps, Prentiss, Preston, Roane, Smith of from each County, be chosen to select officers bursed for the purpose of influencing and Reception were in readiness, who promptly
for this Convention, with instructions to re- : corrupting the elections.
and hospitably provided for all who could
imports and excise.
Ind., Sturgeon, Webster, Young—20.
port
forthwith. And Wilson Hobbs of York ; I Resolved, That to arrest these measures not gain admittance at the public houses.
York Minster was again partially destroyed
Nays—Messrs. Allen, Benton, Linn, Mou Nathan
Cummings, Cumberland; Luther j and avert these dangers, there must be a
Early on the morning of the 17th, “ Old
by fire on the 20th May.
ton, Norvell, Pierce, Robinson, Smith of
Qn. Kennebec” was alive, and every road leading
“ The parly”’ „>.><*
must cn\..surren
“ Little Vic,” accompanied by Prince Al Conn., Tappan, Walker, Wail, Williams, Severance, Kennebec ; Horace Corbett, Lin- change of men. «ThnnnrtiJ
coin ; Hannibal Ingalls, Somerset; Joseph L. der its power into other hands, that existing to Augusta was filled with THE PEOPLE,
bert, visited the London Race Course, May1 l Wright—13.
Stevens, Hancock; Manly B. Townsend, abuses may be corrected, and future abuses wending their way in Hay Carts, wagons,
15tn, and was received with the greatest en
There was considerable disputation about Washington ; Timothy Ward, Oxford; Mark guarded against and prevented.
chaises, on horseback and on foot, to th©
thusiasm.
title ofthe bill, but finally one was sug Fisher, Penobsot; Guy McAllister, Waldo;
Resolved, That we foresee, with high sat- grand centre of attraction, with strong arms
China dates were to Feb. 4th—no later the
gested
and
was
agreed
to.
Amasa Crafts, Franklin; Moses Greenleaf, isfaction, the means of restoration to former and glad hearts, to join in the good work of
than have been received at New York direct.
A i.« z-» z-k. v I . nPAC*nnpit(T and
nnrl liberty,
xi in
i n » it o 11 n ia r\ofr laying the foundation ofthe political redemp
A bill to obviate some of the difficulties at
in tthecm nomination
Commercial Intelligence and Money Market. tending the discharge of seamen in foreign Piscataquis; Zebulon Ingersoll, Aroostook ; prosperity
WILLIAM
HENRY
HARRISON
and tion of our State.
were
chosen.
—for the week ending May 30th. In the ports, was also ordered to a third reading.
The committee appointed to select suitable JOHN TYLER, for President and Vice
The delegates from the several counties
principal commercial markets of the city,
After this came up the old bone of conten
President ; and we cordially respond to these early repaired to their respective places of
there have been many important sales this tion—the motion to print 10,000 copies of persons for officers of this Convention,
Reported, That they recommend that nominations, as a sure pledge that the rights rendezvous assigned them by the Committee
week, but the importers of China, East and Mr. Poinsett’s “ standing army” report—on
West India produce, hold back in most in which there was another extraneous discus there be chosen as officers of the Convention, for which our fathers fought are still to be of Arrangements, whence, at 10 o’clock, each
preserved and transmitted, untarnished and delegation marched to the Mansion House,
stances for advanced prices.—This was espe sion—principally between Mr. Clay of Ken one President, thirteen Vice Presidents, and unimpaired.
from which a procession was formed under
cially the case yesterday, when nearly one tucky, and Mr. Clay of Alabama—touching four Secretaries, and they reported the names
Resolved, That we appeal to those sup the direction of Wm. I). Wheeler, Esq., as
half of the declarations of American Cotton the merits of General Harrison. At length of
Rufus K. Goodenow, of Paris, for Presi- porters ofthe present administration who still Chief Marshal, according to the seniority of
were bought in by the holders. The Tea the motion was agreed to —the printing to in
are open to reason, as republicans, as breth counties.
market has rallied slightly, notwithstanding clude iMr. Poinsett’s report, the reports x>l dent.
Thomas Carll, York; Caleb Hodsdon, ren of the same family, as embarked in the
First came “ Old York,” with a large dele
the receipt of news that four or five ships Generals Knox and Harrison, two bills pro
with large cargoes are on their way from the posed by the latter, and the laws of 1792 and Cumberland ; Nathan Reynolds, Lincoln ; Jo same great cause of human liberty, if they gation of“ good men and tine.” At the head of
seph H. Underwood, Kennebec ; Thomas are not satisfied that there is something wrong, them was home a banner with the National
seaboard of China, and that others are expect 1803.
Dinsmore, Somerset; Thomas Robinson, and if they will not go with us to ascertain it emblem upon its folds, and the watch-word
ed to follow. It seems very questionable
The report of the committee on claims, ad Hancock ; Jabez Mowry, Washington; Za- and ferret it out. We point them to the of the nation and of the whigs—“ Union”—for
whether, if the blockade of Canton be perse verse to the bill for the relief of the heirs of
vered in for a long period, that we shall not Robert Fulton, was agreed to. So the bill is doch Long, Oxford ; Solomon Parsons, Pe- alarming increase of Executive power and its simple but appropriate motto.
nobscot ; David Pierce, Waldo ; Daniel Howes ' patronage, the violation of the right, of elecThen came Cumberland, with a delegation
have an abundant supply of Tea from other rejected.
Franklin ; Jefferson Lake, Piscataquis ; Zeb- ! tion, and the refusal to examine and inquire of about 200 true whigs, preceded by a ban
ports of the Celestial Empire. The produce
ulon Ingersoll, .Aroostook, for Vice Presidents. ; into abuses ami frauds—and ask them, in the ner bearing on its front the glittering Star in
of the West Indies is likely to attain much
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 17.
Isaac Reed of Waldoboro’ ; John L. Hods spirit of candor and the frankness of freemen, the East, with this emphatic motto—“ Old
higher prices than it bears at present, in con
The bill to aid in putting a stop to the
Cumberland-SHE can-SHE WILL ;” and
sequence of the tenor of the advices by the slave trade by American vessels was discuss don of Exeter, Joseph Stockbridge, of North i/" all this can be right.
Resolved, That we recognize in GENER on its reverse, “WILLIAM II. HARRISON
last mail, from which it is apparent that the ed for some time by Messrs. Davis, Calhoun, Yarmouth, and Aaron Hayden, Jr. of Eastport
AL HARRISON the bold defender of his — THE C1NCINNATUS OF THE WEST.”
production of the Colonies must be material Grundy, King, Merrick and Webster, and fi for Secretaries.
And it was Voted, That this report be ac country’s honor, and the patriotic supporter
Next came Lincoln, “ stout and strong,”-—
ly deficient.
nally passed to be engrossed.
cepted.
of the people's rights—always wffiere duty the Wiscasset delegation bearing a flag on
Reports were current in London and Paris
The Convention being thus organized, the called, regardless of personal safety and per which was inscribed the following appropri
of the death of the King of Prussia ; but they
THURSDAY, JUNE 18.
throne of Grace was addressed by Rev. Mr. sonal interest; and in GOV. TYLER the a- ate motto—“ Wiscasset —the only town m
needed confirmation. In fact, the latest ac
Mr. Davis, at the request of several Sena
counts, in letters of May 25, from Berlin, tors, moved a reconsideration of the vote re Aspinwall, Pastor of the Methodist Society of ble and faithful advocate of constitutional Maine that can claim the honor of a citizen
Augusta.
liberty ; and in both those virtues, talents and ship of one of the signers of lhe Declaration
were that the King was a little better.
jecting the claim of Robert Fulton’s heirs.
Voted, That the Delegates from the several republican principles which will restore pros ot Independence. She will be the last to aThe Court Journal of the 23d May, says : The motion was agreed to,
Counties be requested to meet at their respec perity and harmony, retrieve our national bandon the son of one of that immortal band."
“ We have extreme gratification in announc
tive places of rendezvous at2 o’clock P. M. and character, and “ pluck up our drowning hon The allusion in this motto was to Matthew
ing that there is every probability of our Most
FRIDAY, JUNE 19.
there give in their votes for a candidate for or by the locks.”
Thornton, one of the delegates from New
Gracious Queen gladdening the hearts and
Mr. Linn presented a memorial asking for Governor and to report the result of their
Resolved, That Maine—neglected, injured, Hampshire, who signed the Declaration, and
best wishes of the nation by an addition to
an
appropriation
of
not
less
than
two
nor
votes to the Convention at their meeting this trifled with, invaded, and on the verge of be who is said to have been born in Wiscasset—
Her Majesty’s illustrious house.”
ing sacrificed to the magical policy of the ad his father having resided there.
Cunard advertises the Brittania steam ship more than five thousand dollars, “ to test an afternoon.
Voted, That the Delegates from the several ministration— must arise in her strength, and
Kennebec followed, in the majesty ot her
1200 tons, 440 horse power, to leave Liver experiment for carrying the mails through the
pool for Halifax and Boston on the 1st of air." It was laid on the table. The resolu Counties be requested to choose a Committee, place in her councils men of reason, firmness, strength, with a delegation worthy of the cittion on the subject of appointing sworn re consisting of twice the number of Senators experience and patriotism, who will never sur idel of whig principles, backed up by Oxford,
July.
The Chamber of Deputies has adopted the porters of debates of the Senate, was taken from each County, to select candidates to be render the rights ofthe people for the benefit with a strong band of one hundred stout
hearts—an assurance that the whigs of th©
Ministerial project for bringing home the re up and discussed at some length. A motion, supported for Electors at large of President of themselves or their party.
Resolved, That to sustain these principles, latter county, though in a minority, “know
mains of Napoleon, but rejected the amend by Mr. Benton, to postpone it indefinitely was and Vice President at the ensuing Presiden
lost
—
yeas
12,
nays
16.
The
resolution
was
tial election, and to report to the Convention we will support EDWARD KENT for Gov their rights, and knowing, dare maintain
ments of the committee, raising the sum
postponed for the present, and the Senate ad at their meeting this afternoon.
ernor, and Isaac Ilsley of Portland, and them.” Then came Somerset, with a full
from one to two millions of francs, and pro journed
to Monday.
Voted, That a committee of one from each Isaac Hodsdon of Corinth, for Electors at delegation of patriotic whigs to swell the
posing that an equestrian statue in honor of
County be raised to report resolutions,—the large of President and Vice President, and crowded ranks of the procession, followed in
the Emperor should be erected in a conspic
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
following persons were chosen, viz :
will use all proper measures to elect them ; goodly numbers from Hancock, Penobscot,
uous situation. Odillon Barrot started a sub
John Holmes, Lincoln ; John D. Kinsman, and we recommend them to the people of Washington, Waldo, Franklin, Piscataquis
MONDAY, JUNE 15.
scription amongst the people, but it failed,
and he has backed out. There is no doubt,
The rules were suspended to go into a Cumberland ; John A. Morrill, York ; Zadoc this State, as suitable candidates for these Aroostook—the whole number in the procèshowever, that the Chamber will grant money committee of the whole on the state of the Long, Oxford ; George C. Getchell, Somerset ; several offices and duties ; and that we rec sion being from 2300 to 2800.
enough for all necessary purposes.
The Bangor, Waterville, Thomaston and
Union, the vote being 87 to 43. The Sub- Henry W. Paine, Kennebec ; Frederic A. But ommend to the Whigs of lhe Congressional
Treasury Bill was then taken up, and Mr. man, Penobscot; Webster Kelly, Waldo; Ja districts to select each one candidate for E- Portland Bands accompanied the procession,
Death oj seven hundred Slaves by Suffoca Pope of Kentucky, addressed the House in bez Mowry, Washington; Hannibal Belcher, lector of President and Vice Pressident, for which, after marching through several
of lhe principal streets, repaired to the State
tion.—The Cape of Good Hope Shipping opposition to the bill. After the recess, Mr. Franklin; Moses Greenleaf, Piscataquis; their respective districts.
Resolved, That these resolutions be pub House. As many of the multitude as could find
List, received by the last arrival, contains the Pope concluded, and Mr. Black of Geor Zebulon Ingersoll, Aroostook.
lished.
Voted, To adjourn to meet at this place at
room within, entered, but as lhe building could
following dreadful account of the loss of sev gia, spoke in favor ofthe measure till 7 o’
three o’clock this afternoon.
Voted, That a Committee consisting of one contain only a small portion of the assemblage,
en hundred slaves, and subsequent wreck of clock, when the House adjourned.
from each County be chosen to notify the (which was supposed to number at this time,
AFTERNOON.
lhe slaver :
The Convention met agreeably to adjourn Hon. EDWARD KENT of his nomination between four and five thousand people,) an
TUESDAY, JUNE 16.
“ The last accounts from Mozambique state
as candidate for Governor of this State adjournment was had immediately after the
The Sub-Treasury bill was debated by Mr. ment.
that two slavers, one a ship, and the other a
—and Messrs. William King of Lincoln ; preliminary organization, to lhe grounds aThe
Committee
appointed
by
the
Delegates
Black
and
Mr,
Crockett.
brig, were wrecked in Mozambique harbor
Edward Moulton, York ; Sylvanus R. Ly round it.
of
the
several
Counties,
reported
as
the
result
•during a hurricane from the south-east, but
of the ballotings of the candidate for Govern man, Cumberland ; Samuel P. Benson, Ken
The following is the result of the balloting
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 17.
the crews of both, and 200 slaves on board
After the morning hour had expired, Mr. or, that the whole number of votes given by nebec ; Joseph S. Rice, Hancock ; Caleb Bur for a candidate for Governor, in each Delega
the brig, were saved. The ship had arrived
bank, Washington ; George W. Cooley, Pe
the preceding day, and bad not taken in any Bell occupied the remainder of the day until the delegations was nine hundred and sixty- nobscot ; Peter C. Virgin, Oxford ; Joseph tion :
Kent.
Scattering.
slaves. It was reported of the brig, which 12 o’clock, in opposition to the sub-treasury three, of which nine hundred and fifty-eight H. Eastabrook, Waldo ; Thomas Proctor,
were for
York
95
was commanded by a Spaniard, that she bill ; he bad not concluded his remarks.
Piscataquis
;
Robert
Goodenow,
Franklin
;
Cumberland
139
EDWARD KEAT,
originally had on board nine hundred slaves,
Zebulon Ingersoll, Aroostook, were chosen.
Kennebec
145
THURSDAY, JUNE 18.
but during a hurricane (in the prosecution of
and this report was unanimously accepted.
On motion, Voted, That the thanks of the
Lincoln
158
The death of Hon. Anson Brown, a mem
her voyage) the hatches were battened down,
The Committee appointed to nominate can
be"presented to the officers for
Somerset
73
and on opening them after the hurricane had ber of the House, from New York, was an didates for Electors at large of President and Convention
the able manner in which they have dis
Hancock
45
subsided, it was discovered that 300 of the nounced in both branches, and an adjourn Vice President ofthe United Slates, reported charged
lhe duties assigned them.
Washington
21
slaves had died from suffocation and want of ment immediately took place.
that they recommend
Voted, That the thanks of the Convention
Oxford
68
food. The gale re commencing, the hatches
Hon.
ISAAC
ILSLEY,
of
Portland,
and
be
presented
to
the
citizens
of
Augusta
and
Penobscot
69
FRIDAY, JUNE 19.
1
were battened down a second time, the con
Gen.
ISAAC
HODSDON,
of
Corinth
vicinity
for
their
unwearied
and
successful
Waldo
76
The House again w’ent into Commiitee of to the voters of this State as candidates for
sequence ol which was an additional 300
efforts to provide ample accommodations for
Franklin
49
slaves perished from the same causes, and 100 the Whole on the state of the Union, and re those offices, which Report was accepted.
the members of the Convention.
Piscataquis
18
4
of the remaining 300 slaves died on the pas sumed the consideration of the Sub-Treasu
Voted, That the proceedings of the Con
The Committee appointed to draft resolu
Aroostook
1
sage to Mozambique harbor» whither she re ry bill.
vention
be
signed
by
the
President,
and
Vice
tions
expressive
of
the
sense
of
the
Conven

Mr. Evans of Maine, addressed the com
paired for the purpose of getting a farther
mittee at large in opposition to the bill, and tion on the various matters of political inter Presidents, and Secretaries, and published
958
5
supply?’
went into an argumentative speech which he est, reported the following Resolves, which in all the papers in this State in favor of
Harrison
and
Reform.
were unanimously adopted by the Convention.
In a message to Congress, President Madi
Wreck ofShip Mercury.—It will be recol concluded at the hour of recess.
Voted, To adjourn.
Resolved, That at the commencement of
son thus spoke of the
The floor was obtained by Mr. Tillinghast,
lected that this ship was wrecked about three
RUFUS K. GOODENOW, President.
the administration of “ the party,” in 1829,
BATTLE OF TIPPECANOE-Noyember
years since on the outside of Cape Cod, on or and the blouse then took recess.
Thomas Carll,
'j
our Agriculture, Manufactures and Com
7, 1811.
near Pollock Rip, when on her homeward
Caleb Hodsdon,
merce
were
flourishing,
our
coffers
were
over

The
Tallahassee
Floridian
of
the
30th
voyage from Valparaiso, with a valuable car
To the Senate and House of Representatives:
Nathan Reynolds,
flowing,
our
people
were
free
from
debt
and
learns
by
a
private
letter,
that
a
large
force
of
go, principally pig copper. A part of the
of the United States :—I lay before Congress
Joseph H. Underwood,
«cargo was recovered, but the rest, wiffi the regulars is congregating at Fort King, for the our currency the best in the world. Now all
two letters received from Governor HARRI
Thomas Robinson,
wreck, worked into the sand so deeply that it purpose of a thorough scout through the sec is reversed; confidence destroyed, Agriculture
SON of the Indiana Territory, reporting the
J
abez Mowry,
languishing,
Manufactures
and
Commerce
tions
of
the
late
murders,
to
the
South.
could not be got at. The violent storms of
particulars and the issue of the expedition
T
homas Dinsmore,
paralyzed
or
going
to
ruin,
the
people
in
debt
•
Vice
Presidents.
Several
plantations
of
the
Indians.have
been
the last winter have caused the sands to shift
under his command, notice of which was ta
S
olomon Parsons,
and
threatened
with
onerous
taxation,
the
Ubroken
up
;
and
in
one
hammock,
scattered
away so as to expose the wreck, and some
ken in my communication of November 5th.
Zadoc Long,
people from the Cape have been at work at in small clearings, it was estimated nearly nited States and State treasuries exhausted,
While it is deeply to be lamented that so.
D
avid Pierce,
and
the
currency
the
worst
in
the
world
—
and
three
hundred
acres
of
corn
were
destroyed.
raising the pigs of copper, which they did not
many valuable lives have been lost in the ac
D
aniel Howes,
all
this
in
times
of
general
peace.
The
camps
found
by
Col.
Bailey,
mention

•seem inclined to restore to the rightful own
tion which took place on the 9th ultimo, Con
Jefferson Lake,
Resolved, That the people are inquiring
ers, or have passed regularly through the ed last week, had their crops of peas, pump
gress will see with satisfaction the dauntless
Zebulon Ingersoll.
'Custom House. The Revenue Cutter Ham kins, &c. attached. They will be destroyed the cause—asking for light—and seem to be
spirit and fortitude victoriously displayed by
Ì
ilton, Captain Sturgis, was despatched by the on the return of the expedition. We are in tired, heartily sick of professions—empty, delu Isaac Reed,
every description of the troops engaged, as
J
ohn
L.
H
odgdon
,
sive
professions,
which
“
keep
the
promise
to
formed
that
the
dogs
proved
of
groat
service
Collector of the port to look into the matter.
> Secretaries.
well as the COLLECTED FIRMNESS
Jos.
S
tockbridge
,
the
ear
and
break
it
to
the
hope
”
—
and
in
this
on
this
occasion
;
they
pursued
the
Indians
Ca.pt. S. found nine fishing vessels engaged
WHICH DISTINGUISHED THEIRCOMA
aron
H
ayden
,
J
r
.
x
time
of
gloom
and
despondency
are
demand

closely,
and,
from
the
trails
of
blood
followed
in getting up the copper, the crews of which
MANDER on an occasion requiring the ut-.
Augusta,
June
17/1840.
ing
“
who
can
show
us
any
good,
”
or
indeed
through
the
cane-brake,
very
much
annoyed
refused to discontinue operations or restore
most exertions of valor and discipline.
any prospect of better times?
what they had got up, although offered a fair those in the rear.
JAMES MADISON.
[From the Portland Advertiser.]
Resolved, That the cause of all this is to be
remuneration. A gun was fired at them,
Washington, December 18, 1811.
Another Storm at Natchez.—Another storm found in undue confidence in the rulers ; that GREAT HARRISON CONVENTION.
when they dispersed. Capt. S. thinks they
The Whigs of this State through their del
had obtained about 850 pigs. The wreck and visited Natchez on the 6th inst., causing con twelve years is quite too long to entrust a par
OT’The laws of the Territory of Indiana,,
copper were plainly to be seen at low water. siderable damage to the neighboring planta ty with the administration of government— egates, assembled in Convention at Augusta which
the locofoco papers are abusing Gen.
tions, destroying fences, corn, negro quarters, in such a length of time it will become cor on the 17th inst, for the purpose of nomina
Boston Adv.
gin, &c. Fortunately, the approach ofthe rupt or tyrannical, and lhe people will be op ting a candidate for the office of Governor, Harrison for approving, were also approved
and also Electors at large for President and ( ty TH OS. JE FFE RS ON, then President of
A very large number of whigs assem storm was preceded by a heavy rain, which pressed.
Resolved, That in a Republic it is a saluta Vice President. We had the pleasure of at I the United States !
bled in Independence Square, Philadelphia, a prevented a repetition of the fatal effects of
ry principle
that the minority, oiivuiu
should,, in a i tending
•
.
........
icuuiiig the
iuc vuuvuiniuu,
Convention, uiju
and,, we can truly
few days since, to listen to speeches from dis May 7th.
New Convert.—The Loco Foco prints boast
reasonable time, become the majority, to the ■ say, that we never before witnessed a gathertinguished Orators on the prominent political
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a good deal that John Rowan of Kentucky has
end
that
they
may
correct
abuses
and
relieve
of
the
people
like
it
in
this
State
for
a
topics ot the day. It is estimated that 15,000
The New York Express of Thursday says :
recently been CO
converted
to Van
people from unnecessary 'burdens.
Th- people indeed were 4h™^„
--------------■
similar purpose. The
hnVT<’*°
Va“ Buren. True.
persons were present during the afternoon, “The receipts at our Custom House for the the
i... a degree_ of<■ enthusi.i .the conveision has been somewhat sudden,
Resolved, That when a party has been there, and animateda by
and that at least 10,000 stood upon the ground month of May, were in amount but o?ie-/our/A
but the reward has followed quick after th©
at one time. A gang of desperate loco focos of what they were in the corresponding month long and strongly intrenched, and is well dis- ’ asm which we have seldom witnessed, yet< conversion. The Globe announces that Mik
attempted to disturb the meeting and get up o/’1839. The whole receipts here since Jan ciplined, and has contrived moreover to get discreet and united in all their movements,’* Rowan, with Ex-Governor Marcy, are apa row, but were expelled from the spot with uary, are less than a third of those of a similar command of the Treasury, there is great dan- Most ofthe delegates from the western part pointed Commissioners uijder the Treaty
ger that they will perpetuate their power at
^ie State took passage in the Huntress,
period last year."
out resort to violence.
which left this city at 1 o’clock on Tuesday.’. ^Q^acM^ ''“""S’* “
°f
the expense of the general liberty.
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the last War are respectfully invited to be! and a hearty welcome.—No office-holders—
[communicated.]
| JSFFBRSfMNr HOtJS®,
present at the Celebration and participate no “ spoils men”—no Sub-Treasury men
OFFICIAL INSOLENCE.
with us in the festivities ol the day.
I
14, 15 and 16 Ann Street, Boston.
will
attend
our
Celebration,
—
but
if
the
weath

Almost every day brings
SATURDAY, JUNE 27, 1840.
A Committee of Reception will be in
*.j new iproof of the !
jOOO —* '■
—
necessity of reform.The people must
L.....take
....... HilHIS house is one of the oldest and most
attendance at the Vestry of the Unitarian er is favorable, the People will be here—the
WHIG NOMINATIONS’
nr own affairs into their ! -S- respectable in the City, having been esChurch, on Friday evening, from 7 to 8 o’ true-hearted patriots and genuine democrats the management of their
I own hands, or they, will soon
----- cease to be lablished many years. It is in the centre of
clock, and on Saturday morning, from 6 to of the land—in hundreds—aye, thousands.
free. T
‘- name
—---- _____
1 he
of liberty may remain, but business, and well supplied with the best the
9 o’clock, tor consultation with delegates
FOR GOVERNOR,
u
„
-I i,s blessings and privileges will have depart- market affords. Merchants and others from
from abroad,—to make provision for their ac
“ No changes.”— The Van Buren men af- ed. _ As
* evidence
’
■ • -1 wish
■ ■ to call- the
1 at- the country will find every thing to makO
of- this
EDWARD KENT
commodation, &c.
the 4Z7i occurs on Saturday, the cer fect to believe that there are no changes a- 1 tention of your readers to the notice of the them comfortable. Price 75 cents per day.
OF BANGOR.
emonies will be concluded at an early hour. ! gainst them and in favor of the whigs. They | County Committee, notifying a Convention
JOSEPH DREW.
June 19, 1840.
Punctuality, therefore, is earnestly requested.
FOR PRESIDENT,
know better, however. Noone who mixes IL.of “ Democrats” to be holden at Alfred on■
, j the 4th of July. This notice is signed bv
B
by B.
WILLIAM H. HARRISON.
It is desirable that all who intend to partake much with his fellow men at the present day ¡J. Herrick Register of Deeds, W? C. Allen
unioMacademy;
’
of the Collation, and can do so, should pro can be ignorant of this fact. The honest and I Register of Probate, and others, a majority of THE next term of this Literary Institution
OF OHIO.
vide themselves with tickets before the day. independent voters of the land—the fearless j wh°m were Federalists, and therefore obwill commence on the first day of next
lovers of tbeir countrv-are shaking off' the I P°f.ious ’.°,tl'e charges brought against them month.—Owing to a division of labor, accu
FOR VICE PRESIDENT,
.
. , ,
rr, “ , , ,
,
. iin the printed speed) of Nathan Clifford, cull-! rate instruction will be given in the common
Whig State Convention in New Hamp ttarnmels
of the office-holders and arraying ; ed from the co],lmns of t|,e Globe and East- ‘ and higher branches of education.—Good
TYIÆR,
shire.—The Whigs of New Hampshire as
themselves on the side of the People. They ; ern Argus. This Federal Committee invite ! board can be had from $1 25 to $1 50 per
OF VIRGINIA.
sembled in Convention, to the number of believe a change of policy in the administra- i Hie*i’ brethren to
tv. uiuci
<n niiieu
meet at
Allred hj
to iseici;
selectt can
can-- ' week.
.
p
.
rli.lntoc?
£2 a»-» A»rv R-r
Li
A
l
TEN or TWELVE THOUSAND, at Con tion
L. COLBY, Sec’y.
of our national affairs to be necessary didates for Senators, &c.—“ and not like their |
FOR ELECTORS AT LARGE,
Kennebunk, June 12, 1840.
cord, on Wednesday, June 17. The Proces and they intend to contribute of their exer opponents to drown the voice of reason) m the
ISAAC ILSLEY, Esq., of Portland.
shouts
of
revelry.
”
Now
when
things
have
sion was a splendid affair. Delegations were tions to bring it about. Among the many in
Gen. ISAAC HODSDON, of Corinth.
arrived at that pass, that the office holders set
present from almost every town in the State dications that “ the party” feel that their situa themselves up as the arbiters and dictators of
, ’son who took from the pasture of
O
TJOa/V, and almost every delegation bore a- tion is a ticklish one, and are raising false the people, and fulminate vile slanders like'
James K. Remich,.(.wuh w hom I was
Banner, with an appropriate inscription. cries of “ all’s well” to keep their forces to the above against the Republican Whigs of at work) on Monday last, a miff-colored out
FOR YORK COUNTY.
The Young Men’s Whig County Con There were also two or three Log Cabins. gether, we find the following significant ap old York, is it not high lime for the people side Jacket, is requested to leave it at the
to wake up, and ascertain whether they are Printing Office, or return it to the place from
ation will meet, by adjournment (in rom The Portsmouth Delegation was very large.
ance with a vote adopted by said Conven- It was first in the procession and a portion of peal to the “ Democracy” of Oxford, in a re still Freemen or Slaves ? Are they to be di whence he took it, in said pasture, as he
cently published Address of the Young Men’s rected by the office-holders as to what they would avoid trouble—the thief being known.
n at Alfred on the 12th of February last,)
JACOB DAY.
the Town Hall, in Kennebunk, on Sr.tur- it manned a beautiful ship and barge. These Committee to the Electors of Oxford county. shall say, or do, or how they shall behave,
when they meet in Convention ? Especially
Kennebunk, June 17, 1840.
t the 4th day of July next, at 9 o’clock are thus described : —
The
Argus
quotes
it
as
deserving
special
at

are we to have rules prescribed to us in what
M.
“ First came a full rigged SHIP, the “Constitu
tention. Let it be remembered that in 1836 manner we shall celebrate the 4th of July, a
NOTICE OF INSOLVENCY.
lune 12,1840.
tion," under command of Commodore Seaward,
HE subscribers, appointed by the Judge
a Revolutionary Patriot, past his four score years. Van Buren received 167 out of 295 electoral day ever glorious in the annals of Freedom ?
of Probate for the County of York,
YRRISON CONVENTION,—YORK Swivels, mounted on the side of the Ship, were votes, and now it is admitted as probable that Our fathers broke from the thraldom of Brit
ish tyranny in vain, if their sons, are to bo
COUNTY.
Commissioners to receive and examine the
discharged at starting, and from time to time as
Those friendly to the election of the the procession moved on. At the mizzen-mast the 10 votes of Maine may be needed to save thus fettered, and gagged and enslaved. But claims of the creditors to the estate of
’armer of North Bend,” for our next Pres- head, she bore a flag, inscribed “ Harrison & Re the Union, and that Oxford must save the no. 1 trust the people will rise in their maj
AMAZ1AH NOBLE,
nt, are requested to assemble at the Town form.” From the mainmast, the pennant was State 1 “ No changes—eh ?”
esty and assert their independence as Free late of Kennebunk, in said county, deceased,
displayed.
The
sh.
di
whistle
of
the
boatswain,
II, in Kennebunk, on the 4th of July next,
“Let your support be cordial and efficient,—let men, and [mt down the petty tyrants who as represented as insolvent, hereby give notice
lalf past 9 o’clock, A. M., to nominate a the sailor aloft, and the compass and quadrant, every man be prompt at the polls,—let no one pire to rule them. Let us celebrate that day, that six months from the date hereof are al
were
all
in
keeping.
On
board
was
also
a
brass
ididate to be supported as an Elector of
on its return, as the illustrious patriots of lowed said creditors to bring in and prove
taken by Gen. Stark at the battle of Ben say that we are strong enough without his vote.
jsident and Vice President, for this Con- drum,
Mai ne rnay, perhaps, be needed to save the U- 1776 anticipated it would be honored, with tbeir claims ; and that we will attend the bu
nington in 1777.
ssional District, and to act upon the two
A Barge, “ The Tippecanoe,” drawn by two nion ! Democratic Oxford must save the State!” thanksgiving, with festivity, with bonfires siness to which we are thus appointed, at the
»ctors at large, proposed at the State Con-, horses, containing a crew at their oars, dressed
and illuminations, with exultation and joy. office of William B. Sewall in said Kenne
Ol/^Oui- good natured neighbors of the And if our “ opponents” find nothing in the bunk, on the last Mondays of each of the fol
ition, held on the 17th inst., as also on the , in tarpaulins and man-of-war frocks. One of the
nination of Governor.
crew bore a splendid standard Containing on one Democrat say we have reiterated an “ old and day or its associations to excite gratitude or lowing months, yiz. : July, September and
It is expected that the proposed Conven- side a Farmer with his spade in hand and farm oft-exploded slander about Senator Buchan kindle a glow of patriotism, they are wel November, from 1 to 4 o’clock in the after
1 will nominate State and County officers, yard scenery in the back ground. On the re
come to discuss, as dispassionately and ra noon of each of said days.
this county, to be supported at the next verse, a picture of the log cabin labelled “ to let” an.” We believe not. We are not in the tionally as they please, with Isaac Hill, the
W. B. SEWALL,
3tion—also that they will select a candi- — Harrison on his way to the White House; and habit of doing such things—not belonging to best means of perpetuating their [lower, and
THEODORE
THOMPSON.
e for Representative to the National the old incumbents flying with such speed as to that class of “ caterers for the public” who advancing their own selfish interests.
Kennebunk, June 1, 1840.
leave
their
hats
behind.
”
tgress.
A WHIG.
The Convention was organized at II A. believe “ all’s fair in politics.” All the icords
hmctuality is particularly requested.
which
our
neighbors
have
expended
in
this
A CARD.
Per order of the County Committee,
M. and continued in session, (without ad
The People
une 20, 1840.
CHALDRONS of Sydney Coal.
journment) until 6 in the afternoon. Hon. affair are lost ammunition.
The Teacher and patrons of Union Acade
For sale by
are sick of assertions—they want proof. We my tender their thanks to the members of
I
chabod
B
artlett
of
Portsmouth
[»resided
COUNTY CELEBRATION.
OLIVER BOURNE.
the
first
Parish,
for
the
very
polite
offer
of
believe
there
is
no
doubt
that
Mr.
Senator
Kennebunk-port, June 2, 1840.
n accordance with a resolution nnani- over the immense assemblage, assisted by 8
their house on Tuesday last ;—also, to the
Buchanan
did
once
say,
in
effect,
he
thanked
usly adopted by the County Convention Vice Presidents. The Convention nominated
Rev. Mr. Edf.s for his very appropriate and
CHARLeF GOODWINil at Alfred on the 12th of February last, Enos Stevens of Charlestown for Govern God he had not a drop of democratic blood in excellent Address.
citizens of York County, in favor of the. or Joseph Healy of Washington and his veins, and if he thought he had he would
June 26, 1840.
— HAS FOR SALE —
nation of Gen. Harrison to the Presidentap them and let it out, and, moreover, we res
George
W.
Nesmith
of
Franklin,
for
Electors
50
ChtMrons
Sidney Coal,
THE COUNTY CONVENTIONS AND
wj|| celebrate the approaching anniversary
our National Independence, at Kenne at large,—and Messrs. Joseph Cilley, Andrew pectfully doubt whether the Democrat can
CELEBRATION.
suitable for Grates or Blacksmiths.
th by appropriate public ceremonies. An Pierce, William Bixby, Thomas M. Edwards show that it is “ an oft-exploded slander.’’
We hear from all parts of the County that
— ALSO —
ition will be pronounced l»y Hon. Ichabod and Amos A. Brewster for District Electors. When they give ns satisfactory proof to this the “ People are coining” to unite with us in
lOOQwintals
DRY FISH,
rtlett of Portsmouth, N. H. Addresses
The meeting was addressed with much elo effect, we will publish it.—Something must the celebration of the approaching anniversa
suitable forfamily use, Cheap.
expected from several gentlemen, citizens
he county and strangers, in the afternoon quence by Hon. Ichabod Bartlett of Ports be going wrong just across the Saco—the or ry of American Independence. So be it.
Kennebunk-port, June 8,1840«
he day.
mouth. Messrs. Eastman of Conway, Brews gan of the party is excessively rantankerous, Let them come in fifties and in hundreds.
(as they say ‘ out west,’) this week. Do they We promise them a hearty welcome.—[See Goods ! Cheap ! ! Cheap ! ! !
-------- ooo------- ■RIER OF PROCESSION, &CL ter of Hanover, Wilson of Natick, Mass , Wil begin to have misgivings about the result of preceding column for order of Procession,
son of Keene, Tyler of Conn., and Greely of
MILO JASPER GOSS
-------------- 0000--------- —
I
the
coming
elections
in
Maine
?
Do
they
be

&c.]
’he Committee appointed for the purpose, New-York.—Letters from several gentlemen i
AS purchased the Stock of Goods of
e completed the Order of Procession, and who had been invited to meet the People of gin to fear that an ungrateful people will
George D. Conant, and has also made
er arrangements for the County Celebra- New Hampshire on this occasion, were read,! consign to “ retiracy” the redoubtable heroes
a large addition of NEW GOODS, just pur
HYMENEAL
i at this place, on the approaching 4th of
chased in Boston, which he offers to the old
viz : from Daniel Webster, Henry A. Wise i of that ever-to-be remembered, for its deeds
MARRIED—In Eliot, Mr. Payson G. Dyer of customers of G. D. Conant and the public
v, as far as it is practicable to do so.
Boston,
to
Miss
Sophia
Leighton
of
B.
Henry
Clay,
Messrs.
Hoffman
and
Monroe
of
oi
valor
”
n<l
ec()nomicnl
conduct,
Aroostook
'he Procession will form at 10 A. M. in
generally, at very low prices. The Stock con
In Bucksport, by Rev. Mr. Blood, Mr Daniel sists in part ot
it of the Unitarian Church, under the di New-York, McMahon of Maryland, Evans oC War ? Do they begin to see the hand writ Remick
of Bangor, to Miss Rhecardo T. Sher
ion of Capt. Henry Kingsbury, Chief Maine, Preston of S. C.
ing on the wall ?
burn of the former place.
Eng. and Am. Prints from 6| to 34 cts.
rshal, and move in the following order :
In Porter village, Mr. Amos Pillsbury of Par- per yard ;
A
series
of
excellent
resolutions
was
adopt

, Escort.
(t/^The Jackson papers are publishing a sonsfield, to Miss Sarah French ot the former
Summer Cloth of all descriptions;
ed, and, after a session of the utmost harmo long article concerning the Tippecanoe Bat place.
. Music. (Saco Band.)
Ladies’ Blk. and White Silk Gloves ;
. Committee of Arrangements.
ny. without the occurrence of any accident, tle Ground Celebration, which winds up with
“
Silk
Pic-Nic
do. ;
. Orator and Chaplain.
“
Kid
do.;
OBITUARY
the Convention was finally dissolved with a certificate to which the names of 9 per
. Invited Guests.
u
Cotton and Worsted Hose ;
tthree
I'n n fir
n AC fthree
I ....... cheers
..I.......Ifor
.. .. HARRISON
IJ A U
_1!
times
and
DIED — At sea, 5th May, Richmond W.
President and Vice Presidents of the day.
sons are appended, who, (if the names he
“
Silk and Raw Silk Shawls and
Hatch, acred 18 years, son of Capt. Joseph Handkerchiefs ;
TYLER.
Officers of the Convention.
genuine,) declare that they will vote for the E.
H
atch
of
this
town.
The
deceased
was
lost
Soldiers of the Revolution,
Ladies’ Shally Hdkfs. ;
The County Celebration.—The Demo Van Buren candidates next August. It does overboard, in a gale, while engaged aloft, from
Soldiers of the last War.
“ Silk Fancy do. ;
ship
Howard,
on
her
passage
from
Apalachicola
crat is exceedingly out of humor because of not appear that they have not always voted to Liverpool.
“
“
Scarfs ;
MUSIC.
)—34. The Delegations from the sev- the contemplated 4th of July Celebration in the same manner,—if at all. ft would
Cotton Flag Hdkfs. from 8 to 25 cts.;
In Knoxville, Tenn, in May last, Mr. Horace
lowns, arranged in alphabetical order, in this town. It is a “ federal caucus,” the certainly appear so by the style of the certifi- P Keezer, of Yazoo City, Mi.—a native of this
Silk Bandana, Flag and Pongee Pocket
i Emblems, Banners and Music.
Hdks. ;
—aged about 30 years.
.cate. It is amusing to see how hard the town
good
people
are
told,
and
we
are
to
have
In Parsonsfield, 10th inst., Mrs. Mary Ann
>. Strangers.
Edinboro’ Shawls ; Highland Plaid do. ;
“ tom cats” and “ skunk skins,” and “ Hard “ spoilsmen” hold on, and how they manoeu Tuck, wife of the late Mr. Jonathan Tuck, a<red
Thibet
do. ;
Shally
do. ;
31
years.
orage for Horses and attendance can be Cider” and “ perhaps something a little stron vre to gull the-“ dear people.”
Blue Blk. Gro de Nap Silk ;
In Parsnnsfield, 13th, Miss Ann B. Longee,
¡tied at the following places :
Fig’d Green Gro de Swiss do.;
n the Alfred Road, of Nathan Wiggin, at ger !” and so on. Our neighbors cannot con
“ Short and Sweet.—The following resolu aged 25 years, formerly Teacher of Peak’s Isiand
Black Sinshaw do. ;
School.
ceal ‘ the cloven foot.’ The most credulous tion was adopted at a Democratic meeting in
Fletcher place.
Light and Dark Bonnet. Silks ;
In
Portland,
19th
inst.
Howard
Malcolm,
old

n the Saco Road, of Timothy Frost, at the and careless among their readers must per-i Vermont :
Fiy’d
“
Linings ;
est child of Rev. Thomas O. Lincoln, aged four
>e Hotel.
Silk and Cotton Velvet ; Col’d and White
‘ Resolved, That WE DON’T BELIEVE years, one month and eleven days.
ceive from their tone that they are alarmed
n the Wells and Sanford Roads, at Hilton’s
Cambrics ; Lawns ; Muslins ; Laces ;, White
and desperate. If they really believed . the IN BEING SOLD AS WHITESLAVES.’”
House.
Linen Hdkfs.; Wrought
VT
’ Lace
’
-Collars; White
[Of
course,
are
determined
to
abandon
the
celebration
here
was
to
be
of
the
charac

hould it be found that all who apply canSHIP NEWS,
Lace Veils, &c. &c.
Sub-Treasury
administration,
which
would
be accommodated at the places enmnerat- ter portrayed by them, they would not ofj
Gents. Kid, Buck and Linen Gloves
athers will be provided.—It will be [ire- course trouble themselves to launch out in-j reduce the wages of the laborer, and create
KENNEBUNK, JUNE 27, 1840.
Kid Walking Shoesand Slippers ;
id on all hands, we presume, that as ma to extravagant declamation against it and all one currency for the office-holders and an
Blch’d Shitting from 6| to 14 cents ;
MEMORANDA.
ts possible of the Horses and Carriages
5-4 “ Sheeting ;
concerned in it. They know better, and other for the people—thus virtually reducing
Ar. at Liverpool, 24lh ult. ship' Howard, Wil
.¡Id be left out of the village.
Bro. Shirting from Gj to 10 cents ;
their manner proves that they do. The ar the latter to slavery to the former. That’s liams, Apalachicola, via New-York,
“ Sheeting from 8 to 124 “
Ar. at Cowes, 2d inst., ship York, Morrill,'
i order to facilitnte the business of the day ticle under consideration is but a ‘ part and right. Harrison will do things better.]
“ Drillings ;
Havana.
desired that the several delegations will
Bed Ticking from 124 t“ 23 cents ;
Cid. at Liverpool, 30th ult. ship Riga, Smith,
it at the places hereafter designated asear- jiarcel’ of the efforts being made by the par
(['r’F. O. J. Smith, Esq. editor of the
A small assortment of FANCY GOODS.
i the morning as practicable, or at least so ty in this county to dissuade those who have “ Eastern Argus revived”—has been invit Boston.
Also, a large Stock of Cloths, such as
Sid. from Deal, 18th ult. ship Diantha, Bragi be ready lb take their places in the procession hitherto acted with them from coining here.
don, (from Antwerp) for James River.
Blk., Blue Blk., Blue, London Brown, Mix’d,
ed
to
deliver
an
Oration
in
Baldwin,
in
Cum

lO o’clock precisely.
At, Ponce, 5th inst. brig Evelihe, Gould, for Green, Invisible Green BROADCLOTHS,
Why the extraordinary exertions to get up a
'he Delegations from Adon, Alfred, Berberland County, on the fourth day of July, Boston, one.
together with a good stock of
great
Van
Buren
Convention
at
Alfred
—
to
t and Biddeford, on the New Saco Road,
and has accepted the invitation. The Letter Cid. at Trieste, April 30, Horace, White, Ham
CASSIMERES & SATINETTS,
' throw obstacles in the way of the Celebra
burg.
t of the Globe Hotel.
’he Delegations from Buxton, Cornish, El tion here—the long essays about “federal of invitation was signed by forty-three citi Ar at Mobile, 13th, ship Lucy, Murphy, Liv of a variety of colors and qualities.
and Hollis, on the Old Saco Road west of ism” and “ changes”—the vile slang, which zens of Bald win, who have hitherto support erpool.
Groceries.
Sid. from Havre, 17th ult. brig Vernon, Per
ed the administration, “ but have been com
Globe Hotel.
Soil, Y. Hyson and Pou. TEAS ; Havana
kins,
New-York.
would
make
a
Bedouin
blush
?
The
case
is
The Kennebunk Delegation, on the Cross
Bro. and White Lump and Loaf SUGARS;
pelled by the measures of Van Buren, most
eel, from Union to Main street, near Wm. a plain one. They feel that the people are reluctantly to withdraw from his support,”
Pepper ; Spice ; Ginger: Tobacco ; Cloves .
TREASURER
’
S
OFFICE,
Bryant’s.
about taking the management of their own
Cinnamon ; Coffee, &c. &c.
The Kennebunk-port Delegation, on the affairs into their own hands, and we mistake and now go for “ Harrison and Reform.”—
—ALSO—
Augusta, June 21,1840.
No changes ?
>ss Street, from Union to Main, near Isaac
Glass and Crockery Ware ;
OTICE is hereby given, that all claims
the
character
of
the
people
of
Old
York
rbish’s Store.
Hard Ware ; Butts ; Screws ; Door Latch
upon the State, now due, and for which
£he Delegations from Kittery, Lebanon, if the efforts of the office-holders to drive
es ;
Whig Conventions, for Oxford Congres
Warrants or Scrip are now outstanding, will
nerick and, Limington, in the area by the them from their purpose by ridicule and vi sional district, to nominate a candidate for be paid on presentment, as follows
Looking-Glasses, &c. &cf.
those
itarian Church.
M. J. Goss will keep constantly on han?
tuperation do not lead them to redoubled ex Congress and for Elector of President and held
The Delegations from Lyman, Neufeld,
Paints and Oils ; Japan ; Varnish ; Turpen
In
the
County
of
York
—
to
the
Manufac

ertions
in
the
good
work
in
which
they
are
Vice President, and for Oxford Senatorial dis
tine ; Dye Woods, &e.
vrth Berwick, and Parsonsfelf, on the Alengaged—aye, the intelligent and honest por trict, to select candidates for State Senators turer’s Bank, Saco.
{t/s’The above Goods were bought low
d Road.
In
the
County
of
Cumberland
—
to
Jas.
B.
The Delegations from Saco, Sanford and tion ofthe Van Buren party will not sustain ' and County Treasurer, were held at Paris, on Cahoon, Esq., Portland.
and carefully selected, and will be sold as low
apleigh, on Union Street, near Porter Hall's their leaders in the aristocratic and disgusting Thursday last,
as can be purchased in the county.
Southerly part of Oxford—to same, do.
(f/^Ladies and gentlemen purchasing, an
>re.
Northerly part of do.—to the Treasurer at
course
which
they
are
pursuing.
invited to call and examine.
The Delegations from South-Berwick, WaAugusta.
A destructive fire occurred in New-Orleans
The Harrison County Convention and Cel
M. J. Goss feels confident that all those who
'iorough, Wells and York, in the area by the
In the County of Penobscot—to the Treas
Parish Church.
ebration will be held in this village on the on the afternoon of the 11th inst. A boy, 8 or urer at the Bangor House, on Tuesday, the may wish to purchase Goods will find as
Such further arrangements will be made 4th, by leave of Providence, and all Harrison 10 years of age, was dreadfully mangled by 30th of June.
good an assortment and prices as low as can
may be considered expedient.
the falling of a wall.
In the County of Piscataquis—to the Treas be found in the country. A share of the pub
men
and
candid
men
of
all
jiartiesare
invited
If the weather should be such as to render
urer at the Bangor House, on Tuesday, the lic patronage is respectfully solicited.
lecessary to relinquish the loregoing plan, to be present,— to see and hear and judge for
Q/^George Littlefield, Esq. has been 30th June.
;h arrangements will be made as circum- themselves. We can promise no pageantry appointed Post-Master—at “ Ogunquit,” P.
WANTED
In the County of Waldo—to the Treasurer
nees shall require.
of extraordinary splendor on the occasion— O. Wells, Me. in place of John H. Spear, at Belfast, on Thursday, the 2nd of July.
10 tons good BUTTEK.
[f/^The Vice Presidents of the several
All other Counties will be paid at the Treas
Alfred, June 8, 1840.
3m.
vns are requested to meet at the Vestry of but we can safely promise a sound oration, Esq. resigned.
ury on and after the 30th day of June inst.
from
a
talented,
eloquent,
and
popular
man
—
> Unitarian Church, at 1-4 before ten A. M.
D. WILLIAMS, Treasurer.
KOOJVI PAPER.
plain but substantial fare for man and beast,
The locofocos, in their rancor against Gen
icisely.
June 24.
3w.
XT^Tlie Marshals of the several Delega- and enough of it—good speeches at the Din eral Harrison, utter the most ridiculous inipi REMICH has this day received 1000
ns are requested to meet the Chief Mar ner table—every practicable provision for sen 1 consistencies. One day they declare that Gen.
rolls Room Paper—a great variety of
CARPETING
ti at the Vestry of the Unitarian Church,
patterns,— which will be sold very cheap,—
11. desires to convert poor while men into slaves,
curing good
{
JAMES LORD.
accommodations lor all who ancj t|je next? (hat he wishes to convert slaves For sale by
some as low as 124 cents per roll.
1-4 past nine A. M.
| Kennebunk, June 26,1840.
tend, and good
annd nrdpi
Kennebunk, May 13, 1840.
order’ dlirin?
during the dav.
day, I inIn
into freemen.___
—'Pnrllfi'nd
Portland Adv.
^/^Revolutionary Soldiers and Soldiers of may attend,
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BABYLON.
I climb’d the cliff—I crossed the rock—
1 trod the deserts old —
J passed the wild Arabian’s tent,
The Syrian shepherd’s fold,
Behind me far all haunts of men
Stretched into distant gray,
When spread before me, lone and wide,
The plain of Shinar lay ;
The boundless plain of far Lanjar,
Where long, long ages back,
Abdallah read the silent stars,
And wrote their mystic track.

Where art thou, gem of the rich earth !
City of far renown,
The glory of the proud Chaldee,
The green earth’s ancient crown !
Where lies the lake that, gleaming wide,
Gave back thy hundred towers ?
Where are thy gardens of delight ?
Thy cedar shaded bowers ?
W’here, where—oh, where rolls rapidly
Thine ever-flashing river.
Past marble gate, and column’d tower ?
Guarding thy walls forever !
There is no voice of gladness here,
No breath of song floats by ;
I hearken—but the mourning wind
Is all that makes reply.
Solemn and lone the silent marsh
Spreads endlessly around,
And shapeless are the ruined heaps
That strew the broken ground.
Sadly above huge outlines dim,
Sighs the lone willow bough —
The last, last voice of Babylon,
Its only music now.

Son of Mandane ! by whose hand
The doomed city fell —
The swift feet of whose soldiery
Climbed tower and citadel ;
Thou foundest revelry and mirth,
Thou foundest dance and song,
Thou foundest many a banquet fair,
And many a joyous throng ;
Like the death-angel comest thou,
When men were care-bereft;
And is this lone, waste-wilderness
The total thou hast left ?

Oh, glorious were her palaces,
And shrines of fretted gold !
Then rose the fame ofMerodach,
The House of Belus old ;
And busy life was in her streets,
Where countless nations thronged ;
Light footsteps glided through her home ;
And mirth to her belonged.
But prophet voice murmured, .
Even in her festal halls ;
And angel fingers wrote her doom
Upon the palace walls.
At midnight came the Persian,
Mingling amid the crowd ;
He heeded not the beautiful,
He stayed not for the proud ;
False was her fated river,
Heedless her gods of stone ;
He entered at her open gates,
He passed—and she was gone !
Her place on earth abideth not—
Memorial she hath none ;
Darkness and ruin thou may’st find,
But never Babylon !

1

mixiAw mird & co.

Quackery,

PROBATE NOTICES.

FfpHE most barefaced and villainous, is so
common, that persons afflicted with LIN
Jit a Court of Probate held at Saco, within GERING
COM FLA I NTS, are often imposed
and for the County of York, on the first Mon on by pretended cure-alls, and have reason for
day in June, in the year of our Lord eight the most heart-rending suspense, but when i an
een hundred and forty, by the Hon. WM. nounce that—“ If, after giving them a fair trial
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
for the complaints specified below, they prove
HEBE HUBBARD, administratrix ol useless the money shall be refunded,” it is pre
the. estate of Dimon Hubbard, late of sumed, that they will not hesitate about trying
my
Kennebunk, in said county, deceased,
AMERICAN RENOVATING PILLS,
having presented her first account ol ad
invaluable remedy for all Bilious, Consump
ministration of the estate of said deceased an
tive and Dropsical complaints, and a sure cure
for allowance :
for the Dropsy, except that of the head, unless
ORDERED—That the said administratrix the patient has been tapped or saturated with
give notice to all persons interested, by caus mercurial preparations, either of which renders
ing a copy ofthis order to be published three a cure doubtful, though such cases have been
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga cured by thorn.
These Pills are composed of a great variety of
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to simple physical and restorative medicines, and
be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the they have effected the most astonishing cures
first Monday of August next, at ten of the when “ Regular Physicians” and every thing
had failed, the patient having been given up
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any else
die ; and testimonials are continually being
they have, why the same should not be al to
received, showing their wonderful efficacy in
lowed.
building up debilitated constitutions and securing
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the Health !
A true copy—Attest,
A full statement of extraordinary facts, direc
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tions to Consumptive persons, and Certificates
June 6.
may be found in a pamphlet, a copy of which ac
companies each box.
Jit a Court of Probate held at Saco, Within
A box of 2 ounces is sold at the very low price
andfor the County of York, on the first Mon of 50 cents, and to prevent imposition the names
day in June, in the year of our Lord eight of all persons, who are made agents for selling
een hundred and forty, by the Hon. WM. them, will be found annexed to my advertise
ment in the State paper for the time being.
A. HAYES, Judge o) said Court :
TESTIMONIALS.
TpELATIAH LITTLEFIELD, guardian
Though I prefer that the success of my Pills
A
of Mary Jinn Winn, Oliver B. Winn,
Rufus Winn, and Pelatiah L. Winn, minors should rest on their own intrinsic merits, I an
nex the following as specimens of the many cer
and children of Joseph Winn, late of Wells, tificates
I have on hand.
in said county, yeoman, deceased, having pre
Cumberland, Aug 2d, 1837.
sented his first account of guardianship of
This may certify, that in the spring of 1829, I
said minors for allowance :
was seized with a fever, which afterwards
ORDERED—That the said guardian brought on the Dropsy. After trying several
give notice to all persons interested, by caus physicians to no advantage, I went to Portland,
ing a copy of this order to be published and placed myself under the care of Dr. Brown ;
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk when, after repeated trials to no effect, I was
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun pronounced totally incurable. Despairing of life,
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court which had now become a burden to me, I return
to be held at. Kennebunk, in said county, on ed to my parents in Cumberland, in 1830, and
the first Monday of August next, at ten of the gave myself up to a lingering death. Hearing
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any of the great success of Mr. J. G. Fernald’s
they have, why the same should not be al Pills, however, in cases similar to my own, I
was persuaded to try them, as a last resort. To
lowed.
my great surprise as well as satisfaction, I soon
Attest, Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
found myself recovering ; and upon taking his
A true copy,—Attest,
Pills the Dropsy left me, and 1 became perfectly
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
well in the course of six months.
I make this
June 6.
statement, and wish it published for the benefit
those who are suffering under similar cases ;
.d a Court of Probate holden at Saco, within of
that they may know what has cured one who has
and for the County of York, on the first Mon suffered every thing but death, and who consid
day in June, in the year of our Lord eight ers his life saved by the above medicine.
een hundred and forty 1 by the Hon. WIL
E. S. THOMES.
LIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
JAMES HILL, Esq. of North Yarmouth, has
ON the petition of Harriet E. Noble, wid authorized me to state, that after having ‘buried
ow of Jlmaziah Noble, late of Kenne four daughters, all of whom died of a constitu
bunk, in said county, deceased, praying for tional Consumption, the fifth and only remaining
an allowance out of the personal estate of one, was given up to die, with the same com
plaint by several “Regular Physicians.” In
said deceased :
situation she commenced taking my “ Amer
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no this
ican Renovating Pills,” and by persevering ac
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and to cording
to my directions, she was in a few weeks
all persons interested in said estate, by causing restored to health, and has been able to dis
a copy of this order to be published in the charge her domestic duties now for six or seven
Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kennebunk, years.
in said county, three weeks successively, that
The following was drawn up by the Rev.
they may appear at a Probate Court to be Joshua Taylor, one of the venerable fathers of
holden at Kennebunk, in said county, on the the Methodist Episcopal Church, and forwarded
first Monday in August next, at ten of the to me, after being signed by his wife, and the
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any wife of Greely Sturdivant, Esq.
We, the undersigned, having derived great
they have, why rhe prayer of said petition
benefit from Mr. J. G. Fernald’s Pills, do
should not be granted.
cheerfully recommend them as a safe and useful
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Medicine. Our complaints were of a Bilious
A true copy, Attest,
character, and we were reduced to a state of
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
great debility, and we experienced many uneasy
June 6.
and painful sensations ; but by taking those Pills
according to Mr. Fernald’s directions, we were
relieved and restored to a state of perfect health.
We still keep and use them, as a family medi
cine, and would not be without them on any ac
count.
DEBORAH Y. STURDIVANT.
HANNAH TAYLOR.
Cumberland, Nov. 6th, 1837.
Agents.—Dr. A. E. Small, Portland, General
Agent ;—County of York—Daniel Remich,
Kennebunk ; William J. Condon, Saco ; Ebenezer Sawyer, Hollis
County of Hancock—Aus
tin & Jordan, Ellsworth.
JOSEPH G. FERNALD.
Portland, May 1st, 1838.
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BRANDRETH’S PILLS,

A VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
proved by the experience of thousands to
QUARTER Boxes fresh Raisins ;
' be, when properly persevered with, a certain
AgiSILF 60 hhds. Cadiz Salt ;
4 hhds. Rock do. suitable for salting butler ; cure in every form of the Only One Disease
all having the same origin, and invariably arise
J bbl. Hams,Bacon ;
from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease
3 hhds. Porto Rico Molasses :
namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula*
Pecco Tea ; Sperm Oil ; Coffee ;
lion of the BLOOD.
Brown Havana Sugar, &c. &c.
In a period of little more than three years in
—also —
the United States, they have restored to a state of
100 Rose and Yellow Chairs ;
health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED
6 Rocking
do.
THOUSAND persons, who were given over as
incurable by physicians of the first rank and
Kennebunk, June 6, 1840.
standing, and in many cases when every other
had been resorted to in vain.
NATURE S
RE remedy
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it
STOSATIVE.
be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
in the side, whether it arise from constiti),
rplHS-Valuable Vegetable Medicine stands pain
tional or from some immediate cause, whether
A unrivalled for the following complaints, it be from internal or external injury, it will be
viz :-Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Diseased Liv cured by persevering in the use of these Pills,
er, Bilious Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Cos
This great principle of “PURGING” ¡n
tiveness, Worms and loss of Appetite, and by sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It j3
cleansing the stomach and bowels, cures found much more convenient to take an occa
pains in the Side, Stomach and Breast, Colds sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always
and Coughs, of long standing, Hoarseness, well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled
shortness of breath, Nervous complaints, &c. blistered, and salivated —with the certainty that
Its virtues surpass any thing heretofore known if you are not killed, you will be sure to have
of miserable weakness, and the only one
in removing St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles months
who is benefitted is your Doctor.
Look at the
have been known to cure this afflicting dis difference between the appearance of those two
ease after having baffled every exertion for persons—one has been treated by your regular
four years.—It has a most powerful influence, practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he
in removing nervous complaints. It is pleas is, see how the shadow of death throws his
ant to take, and so easy in its operation that solitary glance from his emaciated countenance
it may be administered to the infant with see how he trembled in every limb ; his eyes
sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution,
safety.
perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
DANIEL REMICH.
Who will supply the article, to dealers, at says, “ most inveterate case of Liver complaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme*
the lowest wholesale prices.
dies saved him.”
Energetic measures ! i. e.
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution
if
WHIT
FEN would inform his custoin- better say.—So to save life you must half poison
WHITTEN
• ers and the public that he has received with that comforter of the teeth and gums-*
M ERCU RY—and positively make a man mis*
the
erable the sad remainder of his existence; this ¡9
JVew Tork
of Fash- called curing. Shocking folly !
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—ths
ionss for the Spring' emd
man who has taken Brandrelh’s Pills for Liver
Summer of 1S4® ;
Cornplaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of
that he is now prepared to cut garments in conscious
strength, his countenance is clear
the most fashionable style, or with variations and
serene, his eye is full and sparkling with
to suit customers.
the feeling of new life and animation; he has
S. W. has been thoroughly instructed in been confined a few days to his bed, but he usthe most approved system of cutting, and ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and
having had considerable experience he feels soon rose without any injury being sustained
confident that he can give entire satisfaction by his constitution. Instead of being months in
to all who may favor him with their patron a weak state he will be stronger, after he has
age. Cail and try. All garments made by entirely recovered the attack : because his
him are warranted to fit. Cutting done at blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the
short notice.
solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
Kennebunk, May .16, 1840.
down by useless particles, but has renewed his
life and body both.
SEEMS,
The principle of purging with Brandrelh’s
Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de
cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and
D. REMICH
corrupt humors of the blood; those humors
AS just received from the Seed Stores which cause disease—they impede the func
connected with the Yankee Farmer tions of the liver when they settle upon that
office and the New England Farmer officeorgan,
in
and which, when they settle upon the
Boston, a large assortment of GARDEN muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
SEEDS, which will be sold, at wholesale or nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro
duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos
retail, at Boston prices.
tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
Kennebunk, April 17, 1840.
sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
PACKAGE of fine CUTLERY, com all who behold them.
Yes, purging these humors from the body is
prising Pen, Pocket and Jack Knives,—
Scissors, &c. &c. This day received by the true cure for all these complaints, and eve
ry
other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
D. REMICH.
tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
Kennebunk, May 13, 1840.
is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
and more and more appreciated.
Carriage and Sign Painting. known,
The cure by purging may more depend up
ANIEL GLASIER, having taken the on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
Shop over Charles W. Kimball’s, would than may be generally imagined. Whatever
inform the inhabitants of Kennebunk and tends
vi to stagnate will produce sickness, because
cinity, that he will attend to all kinds of
it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
CARRIAGE, SIGN <fc ORNAMEN of constant exercise is seen.
TAL PAINTING.
When constant exercise cannot be used
N. B. All work done by him will be war FRO.VI ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
ranted to stand.
Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
Kennebunk, April 23, 1840.
Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain
3m.
of life, are kept free from those impurities
which would prevent its steady current minis
tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
Mead the following fiard.
vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
DR. WM. EVENS' CELEBRATED SOOTH ture which is thus assisted through the means
ING SYRUP, FOR CHILDREN TEETHING. and outlets which she has-provided for herself.
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York
THIS infallible remedy has preserved hun
dreds of children, when thought past re are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
covery, from convulsions
As son as the Sy Bowery, between Prince and Houston Sts.
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
rup is rubbed on the gums, the child will recov
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
er. This preparation is so innocent, so effica
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
cious, and so pleasant that no child will refuse to
Jet its gums be rubbed with it. When infants
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
asareatat the age of four months, though there is
no appearance of teeth, one bottle of the Syrup
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
should be used on the gums, to open the pores.
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
Parents should never be without the Syrup in
Si. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
the nursery where there are young children : for
New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
if a child wakes in the night with pain in the
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
gums, the Syrup immediately gives ease by op
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
ening the pores and healing the gums—thereby
O’ How to be secure from Counterfeit Pills
preventing Convulsions, Fevers, Ac.
purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
5EFA severe case of Teething with Summer
Never purchase without being positively sura
Complaint, cured by the infallible American that the person selling has an" Engraved cer
Soothing Syrup of Dr. Wm. Evans. Mrs. M - tificate of Agency, and [LFobserve it has been
Pherson, residing at No; 8 Madison street, renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantor
N. Y., called a few days since at the medical of after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
fice of Dr. Evans, and purchased a bottle of the holder are genuine.
Syrup for her child, who was suffering excrucia
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied '
ting pain during the process of dentition, being by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
momentarily threatened with convulsions, its Agent in Maine—or by ordering from my
bowels were exceeding loose, and no food could Principal New England Office,
be retained on the stomach. Almost immediate
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
ly on its application, the alarming symptoms ceas
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
ed, and by continuing the use of the syrup on JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
the gums, the bowels in a short time‘became
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
natural. As a tribute of gratitude for the bene
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck,
fit afforded the child, the mother freely sanction
ed publicity to the above. Pray be particular in and Seleucus Adams ;
Lyman, William Huntress:
applying for Dr. WM. EVANS’ SOOTHING
Alfred, B. F.Cbadbourne ;
SYRUP, as there are several counterfeits ad
vertised. Principal Office, 100 Chatham Street.
Sanford, EliotTibbets ; Caleb S. Emery;
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
AGENTS.
South Berwick,‘Parks & Wilson;.
D. Remich, Kennebunk, Me. ;
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
S'. L. Goodale, Saco ;
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs
James Crocket, Norway ;
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
Thomas Chase, N. Yarmouth ;
J. Griffin, Brunsioick ; and
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John Ik
Henry Cushman, Corner of Plumb and Mid Spear ;
dle Streets, Portland, Me.
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free
J une 8,1839.
man ;
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York County Bible Society.—The Society
held its twenty-fourth Annual Meeting in
York, June 3d. From the report of the Sec
retary it appeared that the receipts of the
year had been 152 dollars, and that 52 dollars
from Saco, and one dollar from Kittery had
beed paid directly to the American Bible So
ciety.—The meeting was addressed by Rev.
Wm. Clarke and others. It was resolved,
“That it be recommended to the several
churches of different denominations, through
out the County, to tnke measures to present
the Bible Cause annually for contribution, to
the different families and individuals in each
town.” Officers were chosen for the year as
TO PARENTS!
follows:—
Daniel Sewall, Esq., Kennebunk, President.
Rev. A. W. Fisk, Alfred, Rev. Samuel
Hopkins, Saco, Doct. James Dorrance, Ken
nebunk, Vice Presidents.
Charles Freeman, Secretary and Treasurer.
HE most safe and effectual, economical
Rev. A. W. Fisk, Rev. John Baker, Kenne
Remedy for the diseases of the Hu
’S COMPOUND.
bunk-port, Rev. Charles Walker, Wells, and
man Constitution that lias ever been discovTRUFANT

the Secretary, Executive Committee.
ered.
M. B. TRUFANT would say to the
Christian Mirror.
These Pills are composed entirely of mate
public, that the increased demand lor
rials extracted from Medical Plants, and war
the above article, from abroad as well
A correspondent of the Gospel Advocate, ranted not to contain one particle of mercury,
home, warrants him to believe it to be as
says an Editor’s duties may be ranked as fol or any mineral substance.
lows
‘ To read newspapers—to write edit
Dr. Kingley has spent much time in ex recommended, when faithfully applied, as the
orial—to read well written communications perimenting with different vegetable medi following will show :—
—to make and condense selections—to read ■ cines, for the diseases of the liver; and now
THIS Medicine is the_______
most safe
,____
and effecproof—and to decipher and prepare for the offers his Universal Pills as best, the most,’ tua! remedy ever yet discovered. The subs
press articles of some merit, but written in a convenient and cheapest that can be prepar-!. SCfiber has _been Agent
for- the
of ...
thej aD
-----sale
~~ -.
hand and clothed in a style, which causes ed lor general use ; and in offering them to bove
1
medicine for a few months, and during
him more groans to read and correct, than the public he is actuated more by benevolent that time has seen persons affected with the
they will give pleasure to the reader when than pecuniary motives, as the price of the Salt Rheum in every degree, from a very
published. The first and the last cost most medicine will show.
slight touch on the hand to the covering of
time, and yield, probably, the least amount of
They are mild and pleasant in their opera the whole body, completely cured by the alasting improvement ; for the constant prac tion, and convey almost immediate convic bove medicine ; and would recommend it
tice of reading many newspapers, begets a tion of their utility from the first dose. They with the utmost confidence, to all affected in
careless habit of reading, and a distaste for can be taken wi’th safety by persons of age ; any degree with the above complaint. And
more solid studies—just as constant eating of and the feeble, the infirm, the nervous, the resort has been had to this in cases of obsti
cakes and candies, may cause a disrelish for delicate, are strengthened by their operation, nate humors of years standing with entire
wholesome bread and roast beef!’
because they clear the system of humors, success.
SAMUEL ADAMS.
quiet nervous irritabilities and restlessness,
Hallowell, February 20, 1839.
Bleeding at the nose, if it be ever so violent from whatever source, and invariably produce
and protracted, may be permanently stopped sound sleep.
The subscriber having been Agent for the
by the individual using some salt beef which
The Family Pills are an invaluable reme sale of the above named medicine for several
has been grated fine with a grater, in the dy for the jaundice, sick and nervous head months, and having known of several cures
same way that he would take snuff. Two ache, dyspepsia, costiveness, sickness of the performed by using it, can safely recommend
or three pinches are said to be sufficient to stomach, heartburn and bilious complaints, it to those afflicted with Salt Rheum.
stop any fit of bleeding.
fever of all kinds, and if taken at the com
J. E. LADD.
mencement will invariably check their pro
[From
a
gentleman
in
Hartford,
Ct.J
The ruling passion.—A gambler, on his gress, and save the patient from a protracted
Mr. Trufant.—Dear Sir : Hearing of an
death bed, having seriously taken leave of and dangerous sickness. They are invalua
extraordinary cure of Salt Rheum in this vi
his physician, who told him that lie could ble in fiervous and hypocondriacal affections, cinity by the use of your Compound ; I wish
not live beyond eight o’clock next morning, loss of appetite,and all complaints to which you to forward me by way of Boston, four
alone are subject. They operate as
exerted the small strength he had left, to call afemales
to be sent from Boston to Hartford
mild and speedy purge, and as a safe and packages
by Mail.
the doctor back, which having accomplished certain remedy for worms in children.
October, 1839.
with difficulty, for he could hardly exceed a
I might publish a volume of certificates
Price—One Dollar, with full directions.
whisper—“ Doctor,” said he, j’R bet you but consider it unnecessary, as the medicine
York, Alexander Dennett ;
PAPERS
~~
For sale by
five guineas I live till nine.”
will recommend itself to all who will make
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
CASE
ruled
Letter
Paper
—
white
and
D. REMICH, Kennebunk.
trial of it.
JOHN KINGLEY.
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
eMi blue—fine and superfine—which will
A. LUQUES, Kennebunk-port.
These Pills are put up in neat boxes of
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden ;
Chaste English.—A lady at the south, on
be
sold
at
very
low
prices.
May, 1840.
\ly.
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
dispensing with the services ofa faithful two sizes, the large size contains 60 pills, the
1
case
Brandywine
Quarto
Post
—
fine
and
price is 50 cents ; the small size contains 25
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer,
extra.
servant girl, gave the following letter of rec pills,
Wotice
to
Trespassers.
price 25 cents.
ommendation : —
Bath Letter Paper; Embossed do. do. ; P. M. ; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
OTICE is hereby given that any person
Palmer & Nash are General Agents for
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton; North do., Milo
Note
Paper.
or persons who shall be known to
f Madam, Suky Day lived with me won the above pills ' in the United States—of
J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
Cap
and
Pot
Writing
paper,
ruled
and
tread down the grass, cut small trees for
unyer an eleven months cookin bakin an bruin whom they may be had in any quantities, at
Cornish, John McLellan ;
an is a huseful kind of body she is werry on No. 48, Ann Street, Boston, near the market. poles, &c. or throw down the fences, on the ruled ; Fancy, Marble, Coloured, Ticket, MoLimington, James McArthur ;
rocco,
Tissue,
plain
and
embossed
Gold,
and
Land
of
the
subscriber,
will
certainly
be
prosAlexander Warren is Agent for the sale
es! an I newer noe her to be in licker an
Waterborough, Janies Leavett ;
Drawing
Papers.
Bristol
Board
—
white
and
ecuted.
J.
K.
REMICH.
of thèse Pills in Kennebunk.
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
she has noe sweet arts.’
colored.
Kennebunk,
May
6,
1840.
Aug. 24, 1839.
eoply
Buxton, T. Boi les ;
Cartridge, Envelope, Post-Office and Log
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
Papers—by the ream or quire.
GHASS SEEDS,
Mr. Lauriat made his 34th Balloon ascen
Acton, Wm. Evans.
BOOTS
AND
SHOES.
Writing
Paper,
ruled
for
bills,
memoran

sion from Chelsea on Wednesday, 17th inst.
--------- OOO--------B, BRANDRETH, M. D.
TTITERDS GRASS, Clover and Red Top dums, &c. &c. constantly on hand.
He continued to ascend 40 minutes, when
241 Broadway, N. Y.
R.
C.
RATINES
Seeds, just received by
he reached an altitude of about 7000 feet.
D. REMICH.
May, 1839.
Ob^OULD give notice that he keeps on
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
The ascension was a very fine one.
▼ »
hand a good assortment of
Kennebunk, May 29, 1840.
STATIONERY.
Writing Fluid,
& SHOES,
Mr. James Gowen of Philadelphia has a of his own BOOTS
RESH supplies of Quills, Metallic Pens ;
ELT’S Black Writing Fluid, which flows
manufacture:
such
as
Men
’
s
and;
cow which yielded during the first seven days Boys’, Ladies, Misses and Children’s Shoes ;
Blue, Black and Red Ink ; Ink-pow
as free as the Blue Fluids,—possessing
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
of the present month 23& quarts of milk Gaiter Boots ; French Kid Slippers, &.c.
der, &c. &c. Just received by
their
durability without their corrosive prop
being an average of 33£ quarts per day.
KENNEBUNK, (Me.)
D. REMICH.
Kennebunk, May 22, 1840.
erties. For sale by
D. REMICH.
May 7, 1840.
3w.
Kennebunk, May 13, 1840.
March 12, 1840.
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